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CATAWBA VALLEY CC
CENTRAL CAROLINA CC
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CLEVELAND CC
COASTAL CAROLINA CC
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DAVIDSON COUNTY CC
DURHAM TCC
EDGECOMBE CC
FAYETTEVILLE TCC
FORSYTH TCC
GASTON COLLEGE
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HALIFAX CC
HAYWOOD CC
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JAMES SPRUNT CC
JOHNSTON CC
LENOIR CC
MARTIN CC
MAYLAND CC
MCDOWELL TCC
MITCHELL CC
MONTGOMERY CC
NASH CC
PAMLICO CC
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PITT CC
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SOUTHEASTERN CC
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STANLY CC
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TRI COUNTY CC
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WAKE TCC
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WILKES CC
WILSON TCC
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NCSL CONCERNS AS RELAYED
IN CORRESPONDENCE DATED
MARCH I4,2OOI & SEPTEMBER

26,2001

H.R. I-"NO CHILD LEFT BEHIND'
The Reauthorization of the

Elementary & Secondary Education
Act

Effective FY 2002-2007
Consolidation: "NCSL strongly endorses a
reasonable consolidation of similarly focused
progËrns such as those in teacher training and
technology so long as that consolidation does not
serve as a backdoor effort to reduce frrnding."

Consolidation: Limited consolidation, reducing
number of individual programs from 55 to 45.(10%
ofbudget)
1. Class size reduction and Eisenhower

professional development funds. Block grants
go to state education agency (SEA) with
passthrough to local education agency (LEA)
(95% ofgrant for sub-state distribution)

2. A handfi¡l oftechnology prograrns are
combined into a st¿te block grant.(same
distribution)

3. Bilingual Education Act and Emergency
Immigrant Education Program combined when
appropriations trigger reaches $650 million.
(Reached as of FY 2002 approps.)

Not consolidated: Proposal to consolidate Safe &
Drug Free Schools and 21't Century Community
Leaming Centers (after school) was rejected.
However, funds now go to SEl4s to make awards of
after-school grants, which may go to schools or
CBOs & non-profits. (Prior system was federal
grants to schools only.)

Annual testine/Accountabilitv: "The testing
requirement at the heart of both bills is an
egregious example of a top-down, one-size-fits-all
federal reform. There is no compelling or
convincing argument that an effective
accountability system must include annual testing
in multiple subjects. Evidence indicates otherwise.
The most recent National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP) results rank the top
ten states in reading and math in grades 4 and 8. In
those four top ten listings, only one state appears
that tests its students every year in grades 3-8. In
other words, there is no correlation between annual
testing and student performance on NAEP. A
federal mandate for annual testing is a senseless
preemption of successful state accountability
systems that do not include annual testing."

"The requirement to use a standardized statewide
testing instrument ignores successful state

accountability systems that use a combination of

Annual testins/Accountabilitv Requires states to
implement annual reading and math assessments in
grades 3-8 and once in grades 10-12 bythe 05-06
school year. By 07-08 school year science is added
at certain grade levels. In 02-03, states must
annually assess the English proficiency of ESL
students. States will selecldevelop/design
assessments of their choosing, but must be aligned
with state academic standards and must allow
student achievement to be comparable from year to
year.

No waiver language included accommodating
states with a combination of state and local testing
or with high firnctioning state systems that fail to
meet the letter of the law.
States with comprehensive testing systems whose
assessment systems may comply with the "spirit"
but not the letter of H.R. 1 testing requirement:
Delaware, Rhode Island, Maryland, North
Ca¡olina, Texas, Missouri, Vermont, Louisiana,



state and local testing. This combination model,
suggested by the Improving America's Schools
Act, is the standard used by many states complying
with LASA since it passed :rir1994. Currently i7
states require school districts to have local
assessments as a part of their state assessment
strategy. This allows local school districts to
account for and assess local curriculum options in
an overall state accountability system. Sacrificing
a flexible but effective state system at the altar of
this federal mandate is counterproductive."

Kansas, lndiana, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania,
Wyoming, Virginia, Oregon, Washington,
Kentucþ.

It is unclear as to whether the regulatory process
will grant the U.S. Secretary waiver authority in
this area. Publicly, the administration is sticking to
"annual testing in grades 3-8-no exceptions".

Implementation: o'The implementation of a
sophisticated accountability system, even one that
defers to existing states'practices, will take time.
The 1994 federal mandate requiring the
testing of all Title I eligible students was the first
significant federal step toward widespread testing.
The 1994 amendments give a good lesson in the
time needed to implement compliance with federal
law. ln the six years since enactment, f'ewer than
20 states have completed enough of the
accountability package application/negotiation to
be considered compliant with the law. A three-
vear phase in for the implementation of any
significant federal accountabilitl¿ requirements is
unrealistic q¡d should be reconsidered."

ImplementatÍon: States will have until the 2005-
2006 school year to develop and administer the
assessments required under
H.R. 1.

Fewer than 20 states fully complied with IASA
within 6 years of its 1994 implementation. The
remainder have a "negotiated compliance" with the
U.S. Dept. of Ed.- a promissory that is now due.
See the 'State'portion of the "Sanctions" section.

Testinq costs: "Funding to assist states in the
development and administration of the aruual state
testing requirements is inadequate to successfully
implement this mandate. Although some estimates
of the cost of testing are excessive, we also
recognize that the appropriation request is
inadequate. The Senate estimated that it would
cost $880 million per year for three years for states
to comply. During committee debate, members
indicated that states would be expected to pick up
half of those costs. The committee authorization
was ¡educed to $370 million per year, leaving a
three year unfunded mandate in excess of $1
billion dollars. These initial and ongoing costs
will be shifted to the states with the justification
that they are merely a "condition of grant" rather
than their accurate depiction as another costly
federal mandate."

Testing costs: After an initial offer of a one-time
$370 million testing appropriation, the Congress
relented. Testing is authorized at 5490 million/year
for the life of the new law with an appropriations
"trigger" included to ensure suffrcient federal
resources are available to the states to comply with
the arurual reading and math testing requirement. I
state mdy defer the comtnenceTnent or suspend the
administration of the annual assessments þr one
yearfor eachyear that appropriations levels do not
reach the set amount. But, a state must continue to
comply with current law (IASA) by testing in
reading and math in one year of each period grades
3-5,6-9 and 10-12.
Appropriations trigger points for compliance are as
follows:
. S370 million for FY 2002
. $380 million for FY 2003
. $390 million for FY 2004
. S400 million for FY 2005-2007
53 million distributed to each state off the top,

with remainder divided proportionately according
to school age population'.



Adequate vearlv proqress (AYP): Both Senate
and House bills indicate a level of adequate yearly
progress that would, by Congressional Research
Service estimates, classifu over 90o/o of our nation's
schools as "failing". We acknowledge that many
of our schools need to improve, but we know in our
hearts that more thart l0%o are currently doing a
good job of educating our students. Neither
version offers an acceptable alternative threshold
for AYP.

Adequate vearlv prosress (AYP): AYP was
introduced in the 1994 Improving America's
Schools ACT (IASA) but applied only to
disadvantaged (Title I) eligible students. Under
H.R. 1, a state's definition of AYP must be
expanded to apply to all students. States must
define AYP so that all students are expected to
perform at the "proficient" level within \2 years,
making progress in equal increments during that
period.
States establish starting point for proficiency goals
but may set the "bar" based upon the lowest -
achieving demographic sub-group or the lowest
achieving schools in the state, whichever is higher.
To avoid over-identification of schools as failing
when students are making significant progress, a
"safe-harbor" is allowed if student subgroups make
a 10o/o reduction in the number not proficient.
Example: Hispanic students are 30o/o proficient
and achieve a7o/o increase in number of proficient
students within that group (a l0o/o reduction in the
number -:70%- not proficient) then they would be
considered to have made adequate yearly progtess.
States must also include one additional indicator of
success; graduation rates for secondary schools and
one of the state's choosing for elementary schools.
Additional indicators can not to be included in
determining "success or failure" in complying with
federal AYP.

Wggq: Schools
Title I schools that do not meet federally defined
AYP goals for 2 consecutive years will be
identified as needing improvement and will be
eligible for technical assistance. LEAs must offer
public school choice (unless prohibited by state
law) to all students and must provide transportation
for choice by using up to 5% of theirTitle 1, Part A
funds.
Failure to meet AYP goals for 3 consecutive years

requires adding supplemental tutoring services for
disadvantaged students in a failing school. States
would determine criteria for eligible providers.
LEAs must use up to 5o/o of Title 1 Part funds for
supplemental educational services.
Failure to meet AYP for 4 consecutive years,

requires LEA to take corrective action by replacing
staff and/or implementing a new curriculum, in
addition to the consequences indicated above.
(Vouchers for private school choice were dropped



early on in the legislative process.)
For schools already identified as failing under
curent law (IASA), H.R.l requires the individual
schools to retain their current classification and
face consequences in the next school year, (SY
2002-2003). Schools in "school improvement"
status would have to offer public school choice
while schools in the 2"d year of school
improvement or corrective action would have to
offer supplemental services no later than the
beginning of SY (School Year)2002-2003.
The above applies to Title I schools only. However
as a condition ofreceipt offederal grants,
each state must also develop a "parallel" system of
rewards and sanctions to hold all public (non-Title
I schools) and dístricts accountablefor AYP

State Sanctions: In apparent retaliation for states'
fäilure to meet the requirements of IASA (see
lmplementation above) the consequences for
failure to meet absolute deadlines in IASA or to
meet deadlines negotia[ed in a cornpliance
agreement dre severe. The secretary must
withhold 25o/o of the offending state's federal
administrative money until compliance is
achieved. (See GAO attachment for an estimate
of your state's federal admin budgets.) Any
negotiated agreement for IASA compliance
must be entered into by April S, 2002- 90 days
after enactment of 'oNo Child".
For non-compliance with the new provisions, the
Secretary marwithhold administrative money.

Data collection and reporting: "This requirement
would compel states to collect longitudinal data on
students beginning in the third grade and to report
on the performance of all students and sub-groups
of students annually. The provision ignores the
price of hardware, software and maintenance by
again shifting the costs to the states. As we
reported in previous correspondence, the costs of
complying are substantial. For example, in the late
1980s, Texas appropriated $12 million for
hardware costs for its h¡blic Education Information
Management System (PEIMS) and has
subsequently appropriated about $3 million/year
for maintenance of its education data system. The
majority of states (38 or more) do not have a
sophisticated statewide data system with the
capacity to process and store this enormous amount
of information. Our members are also concerned

Data collection and reportins: No change in
conference and no firnds set-aside for
hardware/software costs. There may be flexibility
in applying federal testing funds to the
development and administration of data systems.
The testing of students and the reporting of student
data is considered a "condition ofgrant" for
receiving Title I funds. States must comply in
order to continue to receive federal compensatory
education funds.



about the use and potential misuse of sensitive data
collected about our children."

Teacher oualitv: "Legislators recognize and
support the importance of having qualified teachers
in every classroom and to that end have initiated
efforts to address teacher preparation, licensure,
induction and professional development. Requiring
states to have a certified teacher in every classroom
within three years ignores the logistics of hiring
over 2.2 million new teachers needed in the next
decade. Presswing states to comply before they are
able could lead to policymakers diluting the
certification process. We could end up with more
teachers who are o'certifi.ed" but not necessarily
more who are qualified. A state's performance
toward this goal should be measured against its
own progress and states should retain authority to
establish specific criteria for teacher licensing and
altemative certification."

Teacher qualÍfv: LEAs must ensure that all
teachers hired with Title I (federal compensatory
education program) funds must meet the teaching
requirements of the state in which they are
teaching.
Each SEA must develop and submit a plan to the
U.S. Secretary of Education to ensure that all
teachers teaching within the state are "highly
qualified by the end of the 2005-2006 school year.
The plan must establish measurable a¡rnual
objectives for each LEA and school for increasing
the percentage of"highly qualified" teachers and
for increasing the availability of quality
professional development.
No explicit sanctions for failure to comply.

Secretary may establish panel to study strategies
for increasin g mobility and employment
opportunities for high quality teachers.

Teacher aides: No later than 3 years after
enactment all teacher aides (those hired under Title
I compensatory education funds) must have
completed at least 2 years ofpost-secondary
education, obtained an associates degree or met a
"rigorous" standard ofquality established at the
local level.

Governance: " This legislation continues the
tradition of federal meddling in the governance of
state K-i2 education systems. ESEA remains the
only major federal progr¿lm in which a sub-state
agency is specifically identified as the recipient of
federal funds. Both pieces of legislation directly
endow state education agencies with unprecedented
authority to receive federal funds directly, to
administer federally funded programs without
consultation with elected state officials and to make
commitments that will, in both the short and long
terms, impact overall state poiicy and state budgets.
As but one example, the Senate bill mandates that
the state education agency will administer the 21't
Century Community Learning Centers. But many
states with afterschool programs have put state
resources (as well as TANF resources) for
afterschool programs in human service agencies,
not state education agencies. Picking winners and
losers in internal state affairs is not an appropriate

Governance: H.R.1 continues federal tradition of
using "SEA" and "state" interchangeably.
Tremendous authority, including the receipt of
federal funds, is accorded the state education
agencies in this legislation.
Legislators may want to investigate the state
constitutional and statutory treatment of federal
firnds designated to be received by a "state" or state
agency.

Consider conducting oversight of your SEA's
implementation of 'oNo Ch¡ld Left Behind".



role for the federal government.

Cu:rent federal legislation for education programs
specifically identifies s tate e ducation agencies as

the recipient offederal dollars sent to the states.
No other federal program circumvents the states
budgetary process by sending funds directly to a
state or sub-state agency. All federal funds, even
those targeted for specific puposes, should go to
the states for legislative appropriation. If Congress
wants to hold srares more accountable for the funds
spent within the states. it should stop endowing
sub-states entities with an independent source of
revenue."

The National Education Goals Panel: "NCSL
policy explicitly supports continuation of the Goals
Panel. Neither piece of legislation addresses the
continuation of this effective intergovernmental
effort."

The National Education Goals Panel: The
National Education Goals Panel is now defunct.

IDEA Fundine: "Meeting the 25 -year-old federal
commitment to fund 40%o of average per-pupil
expenditures (APPE) remains the most important
legislative priority for the nation's legislatures. For
the current fiscal year, this $10 billion unfr¡nded
federal mandate remains the sinsle most intractable
education issue we face as we attempt to improve
the performance of our state systems."

IDEA Fundine: The Harkin-Hagel Amendment,
which would have gradually (over 8 years)
increased federal special education appropriations
to 40o/o of APPE, was rejected by the House
Conferees. Those voting against the proposal:
Petri (Wisconsin), Hilleary (Tennessee), Boehner
(Ohio), Graham (South Carolina), Roukema (New
Jersey), Castle (Delaware), McKeon (California),
Isakson (Georgia) ".

School Construction: "The nation's legislators see
federal involvement in the financing of school
facilities as one of the least intrusive ways of
providing federal help for states and localities.
NCSL policy identifies school facilities as a part of
the "nation's infrastructure" and asks fotfederal
assistance in aform that respects states
constitutional authority over education policy.
NCSL has supported changing the tax code to relax
arbitrage restrictions and to expand the definition
of private activity bonds. We also endorse the
concept ofusing federal appropriations to seed
fund a state revolving loan program, as has been
done for drinking water and wastewater treatment
facilities. Each of these approaches will address
differing fiscal conditions in different state while
protecting all states' constitutional and statutory
authority."

School Construction: No new programs for
federal assistance for school
construction/renovation.

The QualifiedZone Academy Bond (QZAB), a
federal tax credit for investors in public school
construction, will expire as of December 31, 2001

This past spring, tax legislation (Economic Growth
and Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of 2001,
EGTRRA- H.R. 1836) relaxed provisions
regulating arbirage for public school construction
and contained provisions to expand the definition
of Private Activity Bonds to include public schools
and to create a new category ofbond caps
specifically for schools. The impact of these
changes is yet to be evaluated. (See Heritage
Foundation publication by Ronald Utt at
http : //www.heritage.org/1ibrary/backgrounder/bg 1 4
63.html.)



H.R. I does include language to assist state and
localities that support facilities financing of charter
schools. The Secretary may award matching
incentive grants to states that support charter
facilities with per-pupil expenditure finds "'.

Other FY 2002 appropriations notes:

Overall funding for U.S. Department of
Education:
FY 2002: $49 billion-an increases of $6.7 billion
or +16%o

Title I- Compensatory education programs:
FY 2002: $1 1.2 billion -an increase of $2.6 billion
or +30o/o

'Trigger for FY 2002 was exceeded :rirFY 2002
LaborÆIHS appropriation bill.
" FY 2002 appropriations include an increase of $896
million to bring federal approps in IDEA to $8.3 billion-
an increase of 12% but significantly less than 20% oî
APPE-or in other words-less than half of the 40% APPE
federal commitment.
iiiFY 2002 Labor/HHS approps zeros out the Emergency
School Construction grant program begun in FY 2001.

FISCAL IMPLICATIONS FOR LEGISLATURES

1. Testing requirement-ongoing cost of administering, scoring tests
2. Loneitudinal data- no specific allocation of funds and ongoing costs for

hardware, software and storage
3. Carrots & sticks- drain on federal dollars in Title I schools (busing,

supplemental services), drain on state dollars for non-Title I schools, potential
drain on state for actions of the SEA.
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September 26,2007

The Honorable John A. Boehner
Chairman
House Education and the Vy'orkforce Committee
1011 Longworth House Office Building
Washington, D.C.20515

The Honorable George Miller
Ranking Minority Member
House Education and the Workforce Committee
2205 Rayburn House Offrce Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

¡

lfih
¡iltÍt

N¡r¡oN¡L CoNFERENcE of S'rrite L¡crsrarun¡s

Thc Foram fo¡ Am¿ric¿'s ldc¿s

Stephen Saland
State Senator
New York
President, NCSL

Ramona Kenady
Chief Clerk of the House
Oregon
Stajf Chair, NCSL

WilliamT. Pound
Executiue Director

The Honorable Edward M. Kennedy
Chairman
Senate Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions
Committee
315 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C.20510

The Honorable Judd Gregg
Ranking Minority Member
Senate Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions
Committee
393 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C.20510

Reference: Conference deliberations on HR I and S. 1.

Dear Chairman Boehner, Representative Miller, Chairman Kennedy, and Senator Gregg:

We write to express the concerns of America's state legislatures regarding both the House and Senate
versions of the re-authorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA). After careful
review, we have reluctantly come to the conclusion that critical parts of both S.1 and H.R.1 are seriously
and perhaps ireparably flawed.

Our concerns are as follows:

1. Annual testins: The testing requirement at the heart of both bills is an egregious example of a top-
down, one-size-fits-all federal reform. There is no compelling or convincing argument that an
effective accountability system must include arurual testing in multiple subjects. Evidence indicates
otherwise. The most recent National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) results rank the top
ten states in reading and math in grades 4 and 8. In those four top ten listings, only one state appears
that tests its students every year in grades 3-8. In other words, there is no correlation between annual
testing and student performance on NAEP. A federal mandate for annual testing is a senseless
preemption of successful state accountability systems that do not include annual testing.

2. Account¿bility: The requirement to use a standardized statewide testing instrument ignores successful
state accountability systems that use a combination of state and local testing. This combination
model, suggested by the Improving America's Schools Act, is the standard used by many states



complying with IASA since it passed in 1994. Cunently 17 states require school districts to have
local assessments as a part of their state assessment strategy. This allows local school districts to
account for and assess local curriculum options in an overall state accountability system. Sacrificing
a flexible but effective state system at the altar of this federal mandate is counterproductive.

3. Testing costs: Funding to assist states in the development and administration of the a¡urual state
testing requirements is inadequate to successfully implement this mandate. Although some estimates
ofthe cost oftesting are excessive, we also recognize that the appropriation request is inadequate.
The Senate estimated that it would cost $880 million per year for three years for states to comply.
During committee debate, members indicated that states would be expected to pick up half of those
costs. The committee authorization was reduced to $370 million per year, leaving a three year
unfunded mandate in excess of $1 billion dollars. These initial and ongoing costs will be shifted to
the states with the justification that they are merely a "condition of grant" rather than their accurate
depiction as another costly federal mandate.

4. Adequate yearly progress (AYP): Both bills indicate a level of adequate )¡early p¡ogress that would,
by Congressional Research Service estimates, classifu over 90o/o of our nation's schools as "failing".
We acknowledge that many of our schools need to improve, but we know in our hearts that more than
10o/o are currortly doing a good job of educating our students. Neither version offers an acceptable
altemative th¡eshold for AYP.

5. Data collection and reporting: This requirement would compel states to collect longitudinal data on
students beginning in the third grade and to report on the performance of all students and sub-groups
of students annually. The provision ignores the price of hardwa¡e, software and maintenance by
again shifting the costs to the states. As we reported in previous correspondence, the costs of
complying are substantial. For example, in the late 1980s, Texas appropriated $12 million for
ha¡dware costs for its Public Education Information Management System (PEIMS) and has
subsequently appropriated about $3 millior/year for maintenance of its education data system. The
majority of states 138) do not have a sophisticated st¿tewide data system with the capacity to process
and store this enormous amount of information. Ow members are also concerned about the use and
potential misuse of sensitive data collected about our children.

6. Teacher quality: Legislators recognize and support the importance of having qualified teachers in
every classroom and to that end have initiated efforts to address teacher preparation, licensure,
induction and professional development. Requiring states to have a certified teacher in every
classroom within three years ignores the logistics of hiring over 2.2 million new teachers needed in
the next decade. Pressuring states to comply before they are able could lead to policymakers diluting
the certification process. We could end up with more teachers who are "certifred" but not necessarily
more who are qualified. A state's performance toward this goal should be measured against its own
progress and states should retain authority to establish specific criteria for teacher licensing and
alternative certifi cation.

7 . Governance: This legislation continues the tradition of federal meddling in the govemance of state
K-12 education systems. ESEA remains the only major federal program in which a sub-state agency
is specifically identified as the recipient of federal ñ¡nds. Both pieces of legislation directly endow
state education agencies with unprecedented authority to receive federal frmds directly, to administer
federally funded programs without consultation with elected state officials and to make commitments
that will, in both the short and long terms, impact overall state policy and state budgets. As but one
example, the Senate bill mandates that the state education agency will administer the 21't Century
Community Learning Centers. But many states with afterschool programs have put state resources
(as well as TAI.{F resowces) for afterschool programs in human service agencies, not state education



agencies. Picking winners and losers in internal state affairs is not an appropriate role for the federal
government

8. The National Education Goals Panel: NCSL policy explicitly supports continuation of the Goals
Panel. Neither piece of legislation addresses the continuation of this effective intergovemmental
effort.

9. IDEA: Meeting the 21-yearold federal commitment to fund 40%o of average per-pupil expenditures
(APPE) remains the most important legislative priority for the nation's legislatures. For the current
fiscal year, this $16 billion unfr¡nded federal mandate remains the sinsle most intractable education
issue we face as we attempt to improve the performance of our state s]¡stems.

We commend the spirit and dedication of the President and members and leaders of Congress who
worked diligently to pass H.R. 1 and S.l. Your leadership, words and actions helped to quickly move ttris
legislation through Congress. The goals, concepts and issues raised in the legislation are inarguably
important and have been discussed and addressed in many of the states. However, in this case we feel
that expediency has triumphed over good policy. The proposals were not researched thoroughly and their
ramifications were not thought through adequately. Ideas were not properly vetted and principles of
federalism were ignored. The end result is a.conference committee faced with two proposals that have
numerous seriously flawed provisions.

State budgets, particularly those dependent on sales taxes, are reeling from the recent economic downturn.
A similar impact is likely on federal receipts and appropriations, decreasing the likelihood that
appropriation levels in the federal education legislation will offset the financial burdens imposed by its
mandates. We fear that compliance with the federal mandates may be undercut unless states severely
reduce other vital areas of their budgets. These cutbacks could very well imperil the progress we have
made at the state level in accountability systems, pre-school programs, teacher preparation and
certification, class size reduction, facilities upgrades and other critical areas. Many of the concepts
promoted in this legislation could be structured as goals rather than mandates. This would enable
policymakers at all leveis to work cooperatively toward the admirable goals of this legislation with less
risk of creating unintended consequences. Improvements to ESEA should not be made at the expense of
our state priorities and initiatives.

The attacks on our country lead all of us to reflect and reevaluate our priorities, commitments and
responsibilities. As a nation we face tough decisions. We should make those decisions deliberately and
expeditiously without making them hastily. As the only elected officials who have a constitutional duty
to provide a system of public education, state legislators must consider efforts to reform federal education
programs in light of our responsibilities to the entire public education system. As a result, our conwrdrum
is as difficult as yours. Do we support flawed federal legislation because others have supported it? Or do

we voice otu honest opinion that this 'reform' stops us in our tracks and sends us off on a new and not
necessarily successful course? We choose to do our duty by withholding our support for this legislation.



Any of us would be happy to discuss our positions with you or you may contact us through our NCSL
staff, David Shreve at 202-624-8187 or at david.shreve@ncsl.org.
Sinceiely,

rye4 y@4
Senator Stephen Saland
New York State Senate
President
National Conference of State Legislatures

Representative Ralph Tanner
Chair, Kansas House Education Committee
Vice Chair, NCSL Assembly on Federal lssues

cc: Members of the House-Senate Education
Conference Committee

cc: J. Deruris Hastert
Speaker, U.S. House of Representatives

cc: Richard A. Gephardt
Minority Leader, U.S. House of
Representatives

cc: Thomas A. Daschle
Majority Leader
U.S. Senate

cc: Trent Lott
Minority Leader, U.S. Senate

Senator Jane Krentz
Mir¡resota Senate
Chair, NCSL Education, Labor
and Workforce Development Committee

s/4^fl
Delegate James Dillard
Co-Chair, Virginia House of Delegates
Education Committee
Vice Chair, NCSL Assembly on Federal

Issues
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Funds for State Formula-Allocated and Selected Student Aid Programs for

North Carolina

200r

Appropriation

2002

L76,895,046 212,161,209 231,834,736

2003

Request

Change
from

2002 Appro.

ESEA Title l-Grants to Local Educational
Agencies
ESEA Title l--Reading First State Grants
ESEA Title l*Even Start
ESEA Title l--Migrant
ESEA Title l--Neglected and Delinquent
ESEA Title I--Comprehensive School Reform
ESEA Title l-Capital Expenses for Private
School Children

Subtotal, Education for the Disadvantaged

Impact Aid--Basic Support Payments
Impact Aid-Payments for Children with
Disabilities
Impact Aid--Construction
Impact Aid-Payments for Federal Property

Subtotal, Impact Aid

Special Education-Grants to States

Special Education-Preschool Grants
Special Education-Grants for Infants and
Families

Subtotal, Special Education

0
4,577,506
6,397,974
1,047,983
4,238,957

2,728

20,739,819
4,599,324
6,648,294
l,lo2,g4o
4,679,439

0

23,042,624
3,669,610
6,648,284
1,102,940
4,897,484

0

19,673,527

2,302,805
(930,714)

0
0

218,045
0

193,160,794 249,931,015 271,194,678 21,263,663

10,138,051
1,224,742

74,546,751
7,235,179

13,461,723
r,235,179

(1,085,628)
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0

Improving Teacher Quality State Grants 0

Class Size Reduction 33,380,436
EisenhowerProfessionalDevelopmentState 10,095,163
Grants
Safe and Drug-Free Schools and Communities 9,952,089
State Grants
State Graûts for Community Service for Expelled or

Suspendgd Students 0
21st Century Community Iæarning Centers 0
Educational Technology St¿te Grants 8,878,706
State Grants for Innovative Programs 10,057,650
Fund for the Improvement of Education--Comprehensive

School Reform 1,323,373

State Assessments and Enhanced Assessment 0

Instruments
Education for Homeless Children and Youth 728,563
Rural and Low-Income Schools Program 0

School Renovation Grants 21,998,045
lndian Education-Grants to Local Educational 3,401,930
Agencies
Language Acquisition State Grants 0

Irnmigrant Education 2,224,171

0

1t,362,793 15,781,930 14,696,302 (1 ,085,628)

10,953,543 10,946,434 (7,109)

,04,5796t61,579,M I
0
0

I
0
0

l,lg3,g7g
6,231,30r

12,557,670
10,057,650

1,995,060
8,679,701

1,033,863
'3,661,393

0
3,574,581

6,158,789
0

202,782,236
1t,554,652
11,179,579

225,516A67

76,136,057

0
tL,372,093
13,060,058
10,057,650

0

8,947,076

6,999,443
0

229,818,309
11,554,652
tt,717,994

253,090,955

80,517,148

1,033,963
o (3,661

0
3,574,587

(1,193,879)
5,140,792

502,388
0

(1,985,060)
267,375

839,654
0

2'.7,036,073
0

538,415

27,574,488

4,3g l,0g l

0

,393)
0
0

169,440,174
r1,554,652
10,219,813

197,214,639

73,759,826Vocational Rehabiliøtion State Grants



Client Assistance State Grants
Protection and Advocacy of Individual Rights
Supported Employment St¿te Grants
Independent Living State Grants
Services for Older Blind Individuals
Protection and Advocacy for Assistive
Technology

Subtotal, Rehabilitation Services and
Disability Research

Vocational Education St¿te Grants
Vocational Education-Tech-Prep Education
State Grants
Adult Education St¿te Grants
English Literacy and Civics Education Søte
Grants
State Grants for lncarcerated Youth Offenders

Subtotal, Vocational and Adult Education

Federal Pell Grants
Federal Supplemental Educational Opportunity
Grants
Federal Work-Study
Federal Perkins Loans--Capital Contributions
Iæveraging Educational Assistance Parfirership
Byrd Honors Scholarships
Total

76,289,193 7g,ggg,g20 92,312,097 3,413,177

29,975,525
2,995,591

14,190,851

550,1 l8

32,220,875
3,023,139

15,267,077
550,1 l8

275,285
322,923
960,504
458,944
461,70r
50,000

287,006
359,920
980,369
46l,tg4
624,394

50,000

288,375
361,639

0
470,551
624,384

50,000

32,220,875
3,023,138

15,267,077
550,1 l8

1,369
1,779

(980,369)
9,367

0
0

0
0

0
0

620,218 620,218 0

48,332,303 51,691,426 51,061,209 (620,219)
(620,218)

232,500,000
14,353,687

22,850,126
2,421,791
l,lg3,693
1,098,000

896,817,135

252,700,000
15,059,947

22,850,126
2,421,791
1,455,723
1,074,000

255,200,000 2,500,000
15,859,947 0

22,850,126 0
2,421,791 0

0 (t,455,723)
1,500

1,096,531,84 51,494,027
J

1

1,045,037,91
6

l/ Prior tofiscal year 2002,fundsþr 2Ist Century Community Learning Centers were not allocated by
þrmula.
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Executive Summary

Conclusions

The Audit Panel is impressed with the North Carolina assessment and account-

abiliry program and its role to increese the qualiry of educational programs and student

achievement in the state. Apparentl¡ in North Carolina and other states' the support

for a comprehensive approach to educ¿tion improvement including teacher salary

increases and school facilities funding would not have occurred without a strong testing

and accountabiliry program that showed improvemcnt in student achievement results'

North Carolina poliry-makers, especially the State Board of Education, the

General Assembl¡ and the Governor, should be recognized for their support for the

variery of approaches, including testing and accountability, to raise the achievement

of all students.

The current testing framework of end-of-grade tests in grades 3-8 and end-oÊcourse

testing for high school is an appropriate structure for testing and accountabiliqy' The

approach has conmibuted significantly to North Carolina gains in student achievement

as reflected in the National Assessmenr of Education Progress and other external mea-

sures, as well as being a model for other states'

The sctting of mathematics cut scores for end-oËgrade tests illustrates that impor-

rant issues "r. 
pr.r.rr, and must be addressed to assure the integrity and credibiliry of

the testing and accountabiliq¡ Program each and every yeâr'

These primary factors contributed to the recent problems with the mathematics

test:

r An implementation timetable rhat was too short. No time was available for a struc-

tured review of results to ensure adequate technical accuracy.

I Inadequate resources and staffing. New tests and ne\M PulPoses for testing were

added faster than resources and staffwere added to do the work.

r Major changes were made too frequently to content standards. Significant changes

in 
" 

short period of time spell trouble in test development and standards setting'

t Inadequate communication to, and direct involvement of, the State Board of

Education in setting testing and accountabiliry standards.
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The Department of Public Instruction testing and accountability staff is dedicatcd

and hard working. The staffhas been over extended in meeting the increased demands

on testing and accountability through the 1990s by the State Board of Education, the

Governor's office, and the Legislature. The staffturnover rate is an unmistakable signal of
serious problems with insufficient staffing and resources that have been cited repeatedly.

The assessmenr program is not funded adequatel¡ and needs greater coordination

between the various interested parties. Design issues a¡e present that contributed to

the scoring problem in May 2001. Unless the end-oÊgrade testing and end-oÊcourse

testing program is modified as suggested in this report problems of this nature will
likely re-occur.

Assessment programs cast in a framework of high-stakes decisions must be psycho-

metrically and legally defensible for they are invariably challenged on both counts.

Although the planned North Carolina graduation test \Mas not a direct topic of study,

significant concerns were expressed by the panel about the present plans for the test.

The stakes for the graduation test are even higher than using tests for promotion

decisions. This test is likely to be challenged in court, and every effort should be made

to assure that the state is legally defensible.

No state approach to testing and accountabiliry is perfect. The use and application

of state tests for accountability purposes is a relatively recent development. Maintaining

the integriry of the testing and accountabiliry progrem absolutely requires dedicating

sufficient resources, appropriate timelines, adequate oversight, and the involvement of
key policy-makers.

Adjustmenrs ro the testing and accountabiliry program that ensure qualiry, integrit¡r,

fairness, and practical use of tests will help support credibility and continued support

for a model tool for improving srudent achievement.

End-of-Grade Testing Program Findings

Student assessment progrems can be designed in many different ways. No single

correct design exists. Further, each design can be süengthened (or weakened) by deci-

sions that are made (or not made) as the progrem is implemented.

As in other states, the North Carolina General Assembly and State Board of
Education are interested in using test results in accountabiliry progrems as a basis for

allocating financial incentives to educators and schools. The EOG program became a

high stakes progrem in which both students and educators had something to risk. In
this contexr, the state must be concerned about the psychometric qualiry of the tests,
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student opportunity to be taught the required content, the qualiry of the testing

process, the maintenance of testing Program security, and due Process issues' The Audit

panel's view is that DPI is not well positioned currently to be responsive to each of

these issues with equal effectiveness.

The Audit Panel was told during the meetings that the new mathematics curricu-

lum introduced in 1999-2000 represented "sweeping," "drastic," "cutting-edge" and

,,revolurionary'' changes. DPI curriculum specialists wanted the new tests to reflect this

new curriculum as closely as possible. Such dramatic changes and the associated testing

created several psychometric, instructional, and legal problems' Adequate resources'

time, and planning are necessery for such transitions'

First, North Carolina law requires that the curriculum changes be based on a five-

year renewal rycle. Given the subsrantial time required to write and field test new items,

rhe assessment program staff is in a constant struggle to keep the tests current' Second'

new versions of the tests can out-Pace the current instruction in the schools' thus deny-

ing students an ePProPriate opportunity to learn'

In May 1999, DPI contracted with an outside firm to develop approximately

14,000 ne\¡/ test questions for field testing in the May 2000 test fotms' This is an enof-

mous number of items for DPI ro pfocess in a short time, and the Audit Panel believes

it was overly ambitious.

DpI contracted with a local university ro prepere test forms. Field testing the large

number of items required about 700 forms to be created quickly. The Audit Panel had

the impression that the current arrângement with the university was insufficient to meet

the demands of the embedded field testing system'

The Audit panel was unable to isolate why the statistical information coming from

the May 2000 field test did not reflect accurately student proficienry and, thereby'

incorrectly projected rhe cut-scores on the new score sc¿le. The Panel was informed that

staff had insufficient time to analyze the statistical data regarding students omitting

items at the time the problems were discovered'

No independent qualiry control analysis was performed by DPI to check the work

of its uNC-chapel Hill contracror fesponsible for the EoG linking anaþis based on

the May 2000 data. However, the Panel has no information that would suggest errors in

the analyses of the May 2000 test results'

DpI has a mechanism that permits retrieval of early test dam, but little time is avail-

able for staff to revise procedures if problems are identifred.
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As early as fall2000, the UNC-Chapel Hill contrector communicated to DPI the

possibility (but not the certainty) of a problem with linking of old and new test forms.

The North Carolina psychometric Gchnical Advisory Committee was re-established

and met in January 2001 to discuss this and other issues.

No time was available before May 2001 results were released for DPI to evaluate

those results to determine if a problem actually existed and, if so, to conduct â ne\¡/

standard sefting study. The quandary of the existing program design is attempting to

make large changes in teaching and testing within an essessment program that requires

both speed and continuity of results.

A. Recommendations on End-of-Grade Testing

l. DPI needs to develop a plan for addressing changes in curriculum expectations to

be coordinated with changes in the tests. Either sweeping changes cannot be made

or, if made, all persons affected (school personnel, legislators, state government

oftcials, DPI staff, students, parents, and the public) must be informed that

comparable test results cannot be provided.

2. DPI should determine the various stages of test development - applicable to any

resr - 
and adopt those procedures as poliry. A public formulation of policy puts

everyone on notice that the state takes the test development and accountability

process seriously.

3. The test development process for all tests should have a set of minimum compo-

nenrs. These efforts need to be coordinated for subject areas, grade levels, and

program components in terms of planning and projecting timelines.

4. All test development and implementation projects should be accompanied with
detailed timelines that reveal the consequences of all major decisions related to

meeting (or not meeting) deadlines.

5. If the current design of the EOG tests is to remain in place (i.e. districts providing

the scoring services), arrangements should be made to obtain e representative data

set and review it for accuracy before districts complete the scoring and reporting

operation. Appropriate resources should be in place for this review, including

appropriate DPI staffing and software support, as well as external consultants and

experts (such as those on the Technical Advisory Committee).
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General Testing and Accountabiliry Issues Findings

Resources

policy-makers in North Carolina have mandated uses for student achievement data

that have high stakes for students and schools. To support these uses, the testing pro-

gram must b" pry"horrretrically sound and defensible. A Program that meets these goals

t,rrt h"rr" adequate funding. Apparentl¡ the financial tesources available to DPI for its

assessment operations are inadequate for the tasks'

The Audit Panel believes North Carolina should conduct a review that has the sup-

port and confidence of legislative leadership to determine how additional resources cân

be provided to suPPort the statewide assessment Progrem'

Moreover, insufficient personnel are available to the assessment pfogram to com-

plete the assigned tasla. The Department of Public Instruction testing and accountabili-

ry staffshould be commended for their hard work, commitment, and professionalism'

The state is fortunate to have e core staffwho has done extraordinary work with a high

degree of professionalism despite inadequate resources, stafi and suPPort. North

Carolina poliry-makers need to address the issue of insufficient resources'

Tirne and Effort

The Audit Panel is concerned that polirymakers may lack an understanding of the

time and efFort needed to produce a testing Program that is consistent from year to year

and can be used for high ,,"k . decisions. Because of this lack of understanding, sche-

dules are set without sufficient time to guarantee qualiry tesm and to check results

carefully before rePorting them to the schools and the public' Part of a solution to this

problem is to inform poliry makers about the realities of development and implemen-

tation of high stakes tests'

Curriculum and Ass essrnent

Tension exists ben¡¡een the desires of curriculum leaders and psychometricians'

Curriculum leaders, interested in improving the curriculurn, \Mant to use large-scale

assessment tests to direct change. In contrast, psychometricians worry that any changes

in the tests can de-stabilize the statistical relationships'

For an essessmenr program to have continuity, requirements must be balanced so

changes in tests do not result in serious damage to the equating Processes and schools

can adjust their instruction and students' needs'
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The key is a decision-making process that reviews potential changes to test forms

considering all issues-equating, content changes, form improvement-and then

makes decisions by considering a balance emong all of the issues. For statewide assess-

ment programs, considering major curriculum shifts on an eight- to lO-year cycle is

appropriate.

From a rnanegement point of view, the assessment staffshould be in conrol with
curriculum staff providing support. If litigation occurs, the assessrnent staff will carry

the burden of defense . Therefore, the tests must be designed and implemented in a

manner that meets psychometric sandards.

Standard Setting

DPI should provide careful training for their standard-setting panels and provide as

much information as possible to ensure well-informed judgments. The State Board of
Education should be involved more directly in the standard setting process and should

be ultimately responsible for setting school and student achievement standards that

strike the appropriate balance bet'¡¡een challenging and rigorous and reasonable and fair.

The pursuit of the question "how good is good enough?" regarding school and stu-

dent performance standards should be a very public and understandable discussion. The

menner and timetable in which the recent math standards were set did not allow for

necessary public debate and understanding.

B. Recommendations for General Testing and Accountability

1. DPI should review the organization of its curriculum and assessment operations

to creare a firm chain of command and assignment of responsibilities. Assessment

operations and needs should be paramount considerations.

2. Because resources for administering the North Carolina testing programs have been

declining, substantial staff time is devoted to completing tasks with tight deadlines

and to crisis management. Greater resources are needed for more emphasis on long-

term planning. DPI assessment staff are competent, dedicated and have a laudable

"can do" atritude despite increased demands on the testing program and decreased

resources.

3. DPI assessment staffneed to produce realistic, well-defended plans for resources to

conduct successfully the North Carolina testing programs. Funding authorities

should provide rhose resources or reduce the requirements of the testing programs.

4. DPI should initiate plans that provide for quality control operations that are entirely

separere from test support contractors. All statistical and scoring work must be inde-

pendently verified.
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5. DPI must ensure that complete documentation of all major asPects of the Programs

be produced routinely if the program is to be appropriately reviewed and legally

defended.

6. DPI could benefit from allowing its TAC to meet more frequendy each yeaf' esPe-

cially in times when changes are anticipated. DPI should consider expanding the

membership of the TAC for additional independent advice from people who are

not state contractors.

7. plans should be in place for real-time decision-malcing during the critical period

when tesr resuks are being reviewed. Supervisors should be alerted to the fact that

the review will take place, be made aware of implications of their decisions, and be

given background information necessery to make their decisions.

g. The greater the stakes involved in the testing Program, the more important are

^""ui^"y 
and credibiliry of results. Test scores should not be released for use before

passing the approval Process.

Decision-Making Findings

unquestionabl¡ the North carolina student assessment and school accountability

progrems have had impact. North Carolina education has benefited from this efFort and

wilf continue to do so in the future. At the same time, some confusion and disagree-

ment over objectives and the particular role of the statewide assessments appears to be

Present.

states vary in the design of their testing Programs. The current North carolina

program may or may not meet the needs of the state for the next decade' To review

ih" progr"- and make adjustments as needed is entirely appropriate'

These recommendations seek to help North Carolina establish appropriate test

development Processes that meet professional standards' Thoughtful efforts to establish

the basic purPoses of accountabiliry and to identifr practices and resources necessary to

ensure hilh queliry are fundamental for improvement of the Program. Quality test

d"rr.lop*"nt, standard setting, and implementâtion of those standards are needed to

continue Progress in raising student achievement'

C. Decision-Making Recommendations

1. Develop and document Processes for test development and standard setting

that assure technical qualiry. Align standards of qualiry with those of the national

pro-fessional testing organizations found in the standards for Educational and

Psych o lo gica I Tbsting ( I 999) .
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2. Review North Carolina statutes and State Board of Education policies to verify that

they are coordinated and that they clearþ state the purposes to be served by the

statewide essessment programs. The design and funding levels of the testing and

accountability programs should reflect those purposes and priorities.

3. Review and revise State Board of Education policies that direct test development

and standard setting operations. Clarifr lines of authority and the role of the advi-

sory committees. The General Assembly should give specific authority and responsi-

biliry to the Board to est¿blish the necessary safeguards and processes to assure the

technical qualiry of testing and standard setting and the authority to adopt passing

scores.

4. Establish a process for the State Board of Education and public review of student

and school performance standards that includes complete and accurate informa-

tion, provides adequate time, and involves a variety of stakeholders. Ultimatel¡ the

decision-making rests on a fully informed State Board of Education to maintain a

balance berween challenging standards and what is reasonable and fair.

5. Conduct a review of major court cases of student testing programs. Determine

whether North Carolinat student assessment programs are designed and docu-

mented properly so the state can be defended adequately if litigation should occur.

6. Acknowledge operational limitations of state assessments. Establish a prioriry for

technical qualiry, reliabiliry and validity. Balance the limitations of state assessments

with practical and sound approaches to support classroom teaching practices and

parental need for information. Continue to communicate clearly the purposes and

uses of testing and standards to educators and the public.

7. Schedule periodic external reviews by experts in psychometrics and accountability

poliry for qualiry test development and standards. Establish a program of research

into test development and standard setting procedures to determine how to best

align srare content expectations, instruction, and assessment and to best promote

continued improvement in testing and accountabiliry.

8. Esrablish reasonable timetables for test development and standards setting (allowing

adequate time for appropriate planning and technical procedures) to ensure high

levels of technical qualiry.

9. Establish long- and short-range plans for test development and standard setting.

Timetables should be scheduled according to appropriate sequencing and the time

necessary ro accomplish tasks. Program transitions should be anticipated to ensure

stabiliry and continuiqy.
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10. Procedures for major changes in the testing Progrem should be planned carefully at

both the state and local levels. changes in content, testing, and performance stan-

dards should be planned so the stability and integrity of the entire Program ate suP-

ported. Timetables should reflect periodic minor changes with less frequent major

reviews.

11. The Legislature should clarify the provisions in statute (section 28-L7.h) that limit

field-testing of tests. All state or national testing Programs must be able to gether

,.pr.r.rrr",i* data through field-tests and statistically evaluate new test questions'

Findings on Key GrouPs

A lack of a clear definition of responsibilities for the grouPs involved in planning

test development and standards sefting is evident. The operation and structure of the

Technical Advisory Committee and Compliance Committee should be reviewed and

changed. The procedures and relationships are too informal and unstructured' These

committees "r" 
i*porr"nt to North Carolina if they function well and are linked pro-

perly to DPI staff and State Board'

The organizational culture may prevent the collection and distribution full informa-

tion regarding important issues necessary to the decision-making process' The State

Board ,"".i.r.d " 
,.por, on this and other related issues on May 29,2001' This suggests

that the State Board of Education \¡¡as inadequately informed about key technical and

operarional issues in the mathematics linking. \Øhen new important information is

available, the structure and the operating "culture" should be in place for that infor-

mation to get to the Board'

policy-makers musr understand that testing is a technical science as well as an efi

form. ,When policy decisions are made that are conüary to the science of testing, the

progrem is weakened and may not be able to suPPort policy goals. In the end, those

choices and compromises have ro respect the statistical and psychometric science of

resring. The State Board must be cerrain that its policy decisions are always informed

by the best technical advice. This means that policy decisions made with "the best

information available" musr nor be viewed by Board and staff as irreversible if better

or more complete information becomes available'

Ultimately, test development and standards setting decisions should support the

appropriate use of tests and standards for accountability purposes. Striking the balance

berween the limitations of state assessment and the need to hold schools and students to

those standards is a challenge requiring careful consideration and fair implementation'
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Cross checlcs and oversight need improvements to ensure the integrity of the testing

program. The reliabiliry and validiry of testing are extremely important because high

stakes are attached to testing results. Equally important is the accurary of reporting and

analysis of results.

Unfortunatel¡ no regular and systematic approach to external review of testing,

standards setting, and other espects of accountabiliry has been established. The estab-

lishment of performance standards for individual students and schools are decisions

that specifically require timely involvement of the State Board of Education.

Inadequate time and inappropriate sequencing of activities did not allow for provid-

ing appropriate, fiull, and accurate information necessary for well-informed decision-

making. As a result, the State Board of Education \¡/as informed in a less than adequate

and timely fashion. However, the short timetable for implementation \Mâs one of the

most important contribudng factors to difficulties with inadequate information.

D. Recommendadons for Key Groups

1. Establish realistic approaches for compiling and using results from the testing and

accountability program. Establish methods that ensure qualiry, clarity, timeliness,

technical accuracy, and appropriate use of the information.

2. Establish priorities for information considered most necessary for St¿te Board deci-

sion-making and provide sufficient time for adequate consideration of the issue(s).

3. Develop regular methods for communicating appropriate information to local edu-

cators and state poliry-makers including higher education officials, the Governort

Office, and the General Asscmbly. Educating interested parties with clear, accurate,

and timely information is key to sustaining understanding and support of the test-

ing program and standards.

4. Occasional independent reviews of tests and standard setting processes would ensure

integrity of the testing, standard sefting, and accountabiliry program.

5. Policy-makers should have regular opportunities to see how the testing and standard

setting process worla. Recent legislation regarding testing and accountabiliry sug-

gests e basic lack of understanding of the testing and accountabiliqy program.

Efforts need to be made to help legislators understand how the system can be

improved and what resources ere necessery to make those improvements.

6. Actions by the State Board of Education should be made based on complete and

accurare information with full recognition of the consequences of policy decisions.

Thorough, straightforward, and accurate information about test development and

standards should be provided to the State Board so it can make policy decisions that
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reflecr an understanding of the operadonal feasibiliry and technical and legal limita-

tions of testing and ssndards.

7 . Establish sÞrures and State Board of Education policies that ensure technical qua-

liry, operational viabiliry, and fairness of the rcsdng Program' Outline the processes

"rrd 
,"rporrsibilities of parties involved in standard seffing and test development'

8. Establish responsibilities for advisory grouPs to the State Superintendent and State

Board of Education. Those groups should include local educators and various

Department of Public Instruction staff. Also included in the responsibilities of

advisory groups should be internal and external review of the Processes for making

recommendations.

9. Establish process standards for testing, standards setting' and accountabiliry that

applies to Department of Public Instruction staff, State Superintendent, and State

Board of Education. These standards will provide a base to make decisions that are

independent of internal and external political Pressures. The standards will help

supporr agency staff to provide professional advice that fully informs policy-makers

of the impact of their decisions.
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Introduction

In July z}Ol,North Carolina State Bo¿rd of Education (SBE), with the approval of

the SBE ad hoc commitree, appointed an audit panel of five individuals to review activi-

ties related ro cerrain aspecrs of the North Carolina school accountability and student

assessment progrems. Oversight of the panel was provided by the Southern Regional

Educational Board (SREB). (The audit panel membership and sREB advisors are

shown in Attachment A to this document.)

The audit panel was charged with the review of activities surrounding the May

2001 administration of the North Carolina end-of-grade (EOG) assessment Progrem'

The review was necessitated by circumstances that questioned the cut-scores used with

the new EOG mathemarics tests. The board outlined a series of issues for the audit

panel to consider. (These issues- including questions about Process and the design of

the assessment- are shown in Attachment B to this report')

This report provides the results of the audit panel's review and makes recommenda-

tions for North Carolina decision-makers.
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Background

North Carolina has had a student assessment program for many years, and it has

gro.r¡¡n over tirne. The programt design reflects changes that were made as the governor,

the General Assembl¡ and/or the State Board of Education sought to collect more

information and to use the essessment results in new and different vrays. The program's

intent - to gather information that can be useful to decision-makers and can aid in

improving education in public schools - has remained the same.

In the mid 1980's, North Carolina began introducing end-of-course tests in the

high schools. The rests were administered late in the school term and scored locally.

The information was used to assist teachers in assigning final grades and to assist in

standardizing course expectations across the state.

In the early 1990t, the assessrnent program began implementing a similar design

for tests to be administered at the end of grades three through eight. These tests were

to be designed centrall¡ and then administered, scored, and reported at the local level.

The prograr4's objectives rvere to establish consistent academic standards across the state

and to dlow collecdon of information during the last few days of the school year so

reachers, srudenrs, and parents would understand how well the academic objectives had

been mer that year. The test score scales would be linked vertically across the grade

levels to permit performance to be tracked as students progressed from grade to grade.

The designt advantages were that the tests were administered at the end of the

school year and that the results were available immediately because the processing wes

done within each district. On the other hand, the design did not allow the DPI to pro-

vide timely quality control during score processing, and the DPI would not receive any

results until after the results 
"¡rere 

reported at the local level.

To permit test scoring and reporting at the end of the school term, decisions about

the passing cur-scores had to be made and communicated to districts prior to the test

administration. In addition, the computer sofrware necessary to permit timely scoring

of the tests had to be made available. This design, when combined with the use of
scores for promotion decisions and the signitcant changes in the mathematics curricu-

lum and tesr irems, ultimately contributed to the problems surrounding the May 2001

mathematics cut-scores.
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In May 1998, a revised mathemarics curriculum was adopted for use in North Carolina

schools. New test items were prepared by an outside contractor to match the new curricu-

lum. These rest items were reviewed by the DPI, the Technical Outreach for Public Schools

(TOpS), and committees of teachers and then assembled into test booklets. In May 2000,

the new test items were field-tested by embedding them in oPeradonal test forms. The

field-test dara were analyzed, during the summer and fall of 2000; they were used to link

the old and new scoring scales and to place the existing cut-scores onto the new scoring

scale. For this linking study to produce accurate results, students' relative performance on

the new and old items in May 2000 must reflect the relative performance thet would occur

in May 2001.

This linking design \Mes not ideal, but it met the program requirement that the score

linking take place before the May 2001 testing to maintain the tight testing schedules. The

DPI planned to conduct anothe¡ more rigorous, linking study using data from the May

2001 testing. In fall 2000 and winter 2001, an indication that the May 2000 linking might

not be performing correctly was observed, but the DPI continued because no definitive evi-

dence of 
" 

probl"rn existed and the department was under Pressure to have May 2001

scores produced on schedule. In March 2001, the DPI distributed scoring tables - 
based

on rhe May 2000 linking - for use with the May 200i test administration.

\Øhen the May 2001 tests were administered, some districts contacted the DPI and

reported unusually high passing rares in mathematics. The department informed districts

th"t th.y should be cautious in using the mathematics cut-scores for the May 2001 test

ad.ministration and should make promotion decisions based on other information.

The department built a special linking study into the May 2001 test administration' In

this stud¡ ,"*p1., of students took both the old and the new versions of the mathematics

tests. Results from this study provided data to link the two tests. In an interim rePort to

Superintendent Michael.Ii/arJ, the audit panel stated that the DPI approached the linking

,"rk 
"orr."rl¡ 

and the analyses should make it possible to comPute cut-scores equivalent to

those on the earlier test forms. \7ith these resulß, the school accountability reports could

be produced in fall2001.

The audit panel believes North Carolina has implemented a successful state testing pro-

grem. certainly, evidence exists that North carolina's efforts in the last few years have

resulted in educational improvements' However, during the review Process' the panel iden-

tified several operational and decision-making issues that make the Program vulnerable to

porenrial probi.-r. North Carolina poliry-makers can improve the testing and accountabil-

iay progr"* by making changes to the oPerations and review Processes of test development

and psychometric analyses and by pro\ idirrg additional resources to suPPort the program' If

these matters are addressed properl¡ the system's integriry credibiliry and fairness will be

improved.

The next section of this report presents the audit panel's findings and recommendations'
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Findings and Recommend,ations

Findings on the end-oÊgrade (EOG) assessment program

M*y different \Mays to design a student assessment program are available for use.

Each approach has different combinations of costs, time constraints, features, deliverable

products, requirements for psychometric personnel and support contracts, requirements

on schools and districts, and implications for students. No single correct design for an

assessmenr program exists. Further, decisions made throughout program implementation

can strengthen (or weaken) each design.

From the information gathered by the audit panel, the North Carolina EOG assess-

ment program apparently began as a replacement for the California Achievement Tests

used in grades three, six, and eight. \Øhen the EOG program initially began, items were

developed within the sate, department personnel performed functions that rypically
\Mere conrracred out, and test scoring and reporting functions rr¡/ere assigned to individ-

ual disuicts. Previous policies regarding promotion decisions and the California

Achievement Test apparently were applied to the EOG program es it was implemented.

As in other stetes, the North Carolina General Assembly and the State Board of
Education increasingly \Mânt to use test results as pert of various accountability programs

and as the criterion for financial incentives for educators and schools. Consequentl¡ the

EOG program became a high stakes program where both students and educators had

something at risk. In this context, the state must be more concerned about the psycho-

metric qualiry of the tests, student opportunity to learn the required content, the provi-

sion of qualiry control for dl steps of the testing process, maintenance of security for the

testing program, and due process issues. The audit panel's view is that the DPI is not

well-positioned currently to be responsive to each of these issues with equal effectiveness.

Several aspects of the EOG program are cause for concern:

r Math test items are developed either within the state or by using an outside contrac-

tor under very tight timelines.

r The DPI curriculum staff are required to provide content review of test items.

r The DPI subconrracts with a nearby university to format and print hundreds of test

forms. The math test forms are produced, printed, and distributed under tight time-

lines.

I
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I A university contrector conducts psychometric anaþes of the tests and provides

scoring tables that define the score scales and cut-scores. The DPI distributes the

cut-scores to districts before the tests are administered'

t Districts administer the resrs, score them, print reports of results, and distribute the

results to teächers.

t Districts send test results to the DPI after all the tests have been scored'

I Students who fail to earn a passing score have rwo oPPortunities to be re-tested'

I The DPI cen not perform complete qualiry control checks on test scoring and does

not have timely access to data. Typicall¡ the DPI will try to review the results from

a selected district for an item analysis.

The North Carolina EOG design can be contrasted with a design used in other

states such as Florida and Texas:

t Our-of-state contracrors develop tesr items, and committees of Practicing teachers

within the state review and validate them. Assessment Program staff guide this

review process.

I The Deparrmenr of Education curriculum staff participate in meetings related to

test design but do not guide or direct content decisions'

I Forms development is contracted out to tesdng companies that havc the expertise

and resources to comPose, print, and distribute tests quickly'

I Ourside contrectors are engaged to score the tests and perform psychometric analy-

ses. Department staff members perform qualiry conuol checks on th€ contractort

work.

I Districts administer the tests under security requirements specified by the Depart-

ment of Education and ship the answer documents back to a central location for

processing by a tesr scoring contractor. Department staff members perform quality

control checks on the contractor's work. Results from the anaþes are available

immediately to the department to identifr any malfunctioning items and to allow

an advanced review ofstudent, school, and district results before they are released'

I Test reports are professionally designed, prepared, and distributed to school districts

by the test supPort contractor.

I In situations where students may be denied graduation, multiple opporunities are

available for re-testing with alternate forms of the test'

The rwo resring designs are quite different. The design used by North carolina

provides immediate results et the local level, but sufficient checks on the integrity of

the system are not inherent in the design. The second design provides qualiry control
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but at a higher cost and less timely reporting of results. The second design reduces the

possibility that inaccurate results will be released and used.

The audit panel made the following observations:

The audit panel was told during the meetings that the new mathematics curriculum

introduced in t999-2000 represented "sweeping," "drastic," "cutting-edge," and "revo-

lutionary" changes. The DPI curriculum specialists wanted the new tests to refect this

new curriculum as closely as possible. Such dramatic changes in curriculum and the

associated testing are likely to creete several psychometric, instructional, and legal

problems.

North Carolina law requires that curriculum changes be based on a five-year re-

newal cycle. Consequentl)¡, the assessment program constandy struggles to keep the

resrs current given the substantial time required to write and field-test ne\M items.

Second, new versions of the tests can out-pace the current instruction in the schools,

thus denying students an appropriate opportunity to learn the material for which they

are being tested. In the 1999-2000 school yeaç teachers v/ere supposed to teach the old

mathematics curriculum (upon which the schools would be graded) while simultane-

ously beginning to teach the new curriculum. The field-testing of the new items in

spring 2000 was based on the assumption that that the new curriculum had been

taught.

In May 1999, the DPI contracted with an outside firm to develop approximately

i4,000 ne\ ¡ resr questions in time for field-testing in the May 2000 test forms. The

DPI staff members - with the help of various ad hoc committees of district educators

- had to review the items and decide which items to include on the May 2000 field-

tests. This was a large number of items for the DPI to process in a short period, and the

audit panel believes the task was overly ambitious.

The DPI contracted with a local university to prepare test forms. Field-testing the

large number of items required about 700 forms to be created in a short period of time.

The DPI was unable to get all of the necessary forms shipped to LEfu in time for test-

ing, so not å11 new items were field-tested in May 2000. The panel was informed that

department staff had insufficient dme to analyze the statistical data regarding students

omitting items at the time the problems were discovered. The audit panel believes that

the current arrangement with the university was insufficient to meet the demands of
the embedded field-testing system.

The field-test items were placed into the old test forms using decision rules that

resulted in an inconsistent positional pattern. That is, the new items were not placed in

an identical location within each form nor \Mere they placed consistently at the begin-

ning or end of a section. Since position efFect is an important consideration in con-

structing test forms, analyses of field-test results were confounded.
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The audit panel was unable ro discover why the statistical information coming from

the May 2000 field-tests did not reflect student proficiency accuratel¡ thus incorrectly

projected rhe cur-scores on rhe new scoring scale. The possibiliry that some students

omitred the items that focused specifically on the new curriculum is one oPtion. The

panel was informed that staffmembers have not had sufficient time to anaþe the sta-

iir,i""l data with regard to srudents omitting items found in the test booklets. Another

possibility is that reachers in the school year 2000-2001 focused more effectively on the

new curriculurn, causing students to perform better than the 1999-2000 results indicat-

ed that they would.

An independent qualiry conuol analysis performed by DPI to check the work of

the UNC-Chapel Hill conrracror responsible for the EOG linking analysis - based on

the May 2000 data - is nor evident. However, the panel has no information that

would suggest errors were rnade in the analyses of the May 2000 test results'

The DPI has a mechanism whereby early test data are retrieved from one selected

school district, and various analyses and checla are conducted to confirm that local

scoring will be done accurately and that all iterns are performing properly' If problems

are revealed, little time is available ro verifr the conclusions by collecting a larger sample

of data or to plan and implemenr corrective steps. 
'\7'ith regard to May 2000, the data-

checking process could not reveal the corrections that were needed for the cut-scores.

As early as fall 2000, the UNC-Chapel Hill equating contrector alerted the DPI to

the possibiliry of a problem with the linking of old and new test forms. The North

C"rolirr" psychometric Technical Advisory Committee was re-established and met in

January 2001 to discuss this and other issues. The committee was informed that dela¡

ing the scoring and linking of cur-scores on the May 2001 tests was not possible since

these calculadons were required for the 2000-2001 student accountabiliry standards'

No time, before the release of May 2001 results, \ryas available for the DPI to evaluate

those results for problems and, if problems existed, to conduct a ne\Ã¡ standard-setting

study. This situation - errempring to make large changes in teaching and testing with-

in an assessment program that requires both speed and continuity of results - is the

quandary of the existing Program design.

A. Recommendations on the end-of-grade (EOG)

assessment Program

1. The DPI needs to develop a plan for addressing intended changes in curriculum

expectadons so the curriculum changes may be coordinated properly with changes

in the tests. Major changes in rest content disrupt the continuiry of a testing Pro-

gram. Either sweeping changes cannot be made, or if they are made, all those
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affected (school personnel, legislators, state government officials, DPI staff, students,

parents, and public) must be awere that comparable test results cannot be provided.

2. The DPI should document the verious stages of test development - applicable to

any resr - and adopt those procedures as policy. The legislature and appropriate

advisory groups (such as the Technical Advisory Committee) should be consulted to

the exrent necessary in the development of these policies. A public formulation of
state poliry purs everyone on notice that the state takes the test development and

accountabiliry process seriously and will discourage short-circuiting the procedure

in any future test development efÊort.

3. The test development process for any test should have a set of minimurn comPo-

nents including consensus essessment framework development (built on the curricu-

lum standards), item pool development, pilot-testing of the test items, editing and

revision of items, building of test forms, field-testing of test forms, scaling and tech-

nical analyses of the forms, and operational testing. These efforts need to be coordi-

nated for various subject areas, grade levels, and program cornponents in terms of
sequencing activities and meeting timelines. PERT charts that specifr the various

taslcs need to be developed, and the charts should be distributed to all st¿keholders.

4. All test development and implementation projects should be accompanied with

detailed timelines that reveal the intended and unintended consequences for ail

major decisions related to meeting or not meeting deadlines. Many times, missing

one deadline has adverse effects on several others. All parties need to know as much

as possible about the interactions of deadlines.

5. If the current design of the EOG tests - districts provide the scoring 5s¡viss5 - ig

to remain in place, then arrangements should be made to obtain a representative

data set and review it for accuracy before districts complete the scoring and report-

ing operation. Appropriate resources should be in place for this review, including

the DPI staffing and software support levels and external consultants and experts

(such as those on the Technical Advisory Committee). All parties should understand

that when unexpected problems occur, the test results may be delayed.

Findings on general testing and accountabiliry issues

Resources

In any given year, states have limited financial resources that must be allocated to

multiple progrems. F.ducation must compete for resources; when the economy is weak-

ening, state departmenrs of education may have to operate with reduced budgets and

fewer employees. As resou¡ce decisions are made, poliry-makers in North Carolina need
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ro recognize that they have mandated uses for student achievement data that have very

high stakes for students and schools. To suppon these uses, the testing Program must

b. psychometrically sound and defensible. A program that meets these goals must hâve

adequate funding.

The K-12 resring program budget in North Carolina is reportedly be¡veen $11-12

million annuall¡ while the budgets in Texas and Florida are in excess of $50 million

each. \Xlhile there are differences in design (e.g., Florida and Texas have high school

graduation tests and a larger number of students to serve), the financial resources avail-

able to the DPI for its assessment operations are inadequate for the tasks at hand'

The audit panelt review indicated that several warnings of inadequate financial

r€sor¡rces have been sounded in North Carolina in recent years. In a letter dated July 28'

2000, the chairman and vice chair of the Compliance Commission stated:

.,Finall¡ we also have concerns about the levels of staffing in Accountabiliry

services and, ro some exrent, in the LEfu. The staffing levels in the DPI',s

Accountability Services division are inadequate for the scope of work that lies

ahead. \7ith the increase in the number of tests for which the department is

responsible, the need to update currenr tests, the number of charter schools, and

the changes in the ABCs models, the accuracy of the data will be threatened

without additional resources. Mistakes are rnuch more likely to occur when

working conditions involve long hours and too few people'"

This call for more resources for testing and accountabiliry \Mas the most iarring, but

drere were others. The audit panel believes that North Carolina, with the support and

confidence of legisladve leadership, should conduct a review to determine how addition-

al resources can be provided ro srlpporr the statewide assessment Program.

Moreover, the assessmenr program has an insufficient number of personnel to com-

plete their assigned tasks. The Department of Public Instruction testing and account-

"Uitiry 
staffshould be commended for their hard work, commitment' and professional-

ism. The state is fortunate to have a core staff that has done extraordinary work with a

high degree of professionalism despite inadequate resources' stafi and suPPort' Hiring

p*pl. *ith pry"hometric exPertise is difficult and even commercial test contractors

h"lre high staffturnover. State agencies, with salaries lower than commercial companies

and school districts, frequendy lose trained staff. This turnover is affecting the North

Carolina assessment Program. Not only has the Program suffered staff cut-backs' but

the program h"s lost a number of employees to other positions with greater financial

rewards and less stress.
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North Carolina policy-makers need to address the issue of insufficient resources. If
policy-makers are going to expect the assessment staffto "deliver the goods," then suffi-

cient resources must be made available to do the job. Position reclassifications and high-

er salaries for mission critical positions as well as additional positions may be necessary.

In addition, increased funds for contracts, enabling the DPI to contrect out certain

functions and use regular staff positions to manage contracts, would be useful. For

example, in both Texas and Florida, item development and test validation work tasks

have been out-sourced. In Florida, the department gave a contract to a local school dis-

trict which hired a dozen or more classroom teachers and curriculum specialists to work

on the project. One department employee supervises the work of the contractor. The

district benefits because its employees are receiving valuable training that will lead to

long-term improvements in the district, and the department benefits by having a test

development center to work on the test items and test forms.

Time and effort

The audit panel is concerned that policy-makers may lack an understanding of the

time and effort needed to produce a testing program that is consistent from year to year

and can be used for high stakes decisions. Because of this lack of understanding, sched-

ules are set without sufficient time to guarantee qualiry tests and to check resulm care-

fully before reporting them to the schools and the public. \Øhile calendar dme seems to

be the major variable, person hours is also a factor. To some extent, quality staffof suffi-

cient size can compensate for short timelines, but this is true only up to a point. Many

people doing uncoordinated work will not be effective when short timelines are in
place.

Informing policy makers about the realities of development and implementation of
high stakes tests is part of a solution to the problem. For example, ACT takes two and

a half years to produce a set of ACT test forms when no change in test specifications

occurs. This timeline includes the time from the initial contract for item writing to the

operational administration of test forms. The following is a rypical timeline for a state

assessment program that engages contrâctors through competitive bids:

r eight months to complete competitive bidding

I twelve months to create test blueprints, item specitcations, and frrst set of items

I six months to field-test items and analyze field-test data

I seven months to prepare, print, and distribute the test forms to districts

r two to five months to complete all levels of anaþis and reporting
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Furthermore, the work schedule must be coordinated with the dates for test admin-

istration. For example, if test administration occurs during April, field-tests should be

conducted in April of the preceding year. Some Programs may require field-testing over

two previous administrerions so enough items are ready for the full-scale administration.

Each field-test has ro be conducted in the same month as the regular test so the results

will reflect the same amounr of exposure to the curriculum. Therefore, the implementa-

tion of a neï¡ program cypically requires three or four years of work.

Poliry-makers' desire for quick acdon sometimes prevents them from appreciating

the amount of time needed for test development. Compromises made to meet the

required schedule can, and often do, return to haunt the program at a later time'

North Carolina experienced this in its May 2001 test cycle'

Curriculum and assessment

Tension between the desires of curriculum leaders and psychometricians will always

exist. Curriculum leaders, interested in improving the curriculum, rvant to use large-

scale assessment rests to model the direction in which curriculum should change. In

contrast, psychometricians are concerned that any changes in the tests can de-stabilize

statistical relationships. New, revised tests may no longer be parallel to previous versions

and, theoretically, cannot be equated to provide stable score scales and meaningful cut-

scores.

The situation in North Carolina is that the tests are being used for high stakes pur-

poses and that students must be given due process. Many current psychometric practices

,t.- fro* the Debra P vs. Turlington court case fought over the Florida high school

graduation tesr. One central conclusion in the case was that students have to be given

lead time to prepare for the new graduation (promotion) reguirement and that the

schools musr be able to demonstrare that the content has been taught. The implication

is that a stâte cannor change the direction of the curriculum and the state assessment

tests overnight.

For continuiry in an assessment Plogram' various requirements must be balanced so

that the equating process is not damaged seriously and so thet schools can adjust their

instruction to Prevent students from being surprised by unexpected changes in academic

demands. \With respect to the tesrs themselves, the major college entrance testing pro-

grams - ACT, Sú lt¿C¡f - have been making slight changes to tests for years with-

o.rt ,"rio.r, problems. The key factor is a decision-making Process that reviews Potential

changes ro resr forms in light of all of the issues - equating, content changes, and form

improveme¡¡ - ¿nd then makes d.ecisions by carefully considering a balance among all

of the issues. For statewide assessment Programs, considering major curriculum shifts on
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en eight- to ten-year cycle is appropriate. (The National Assessment of Educational

Progress uses a l0-year cycle for revision.) The rypicd three-year assessment develop-

ment cycle would provide schools with enough time to adjust their curricula and

prepere students for the impending changes.

From a management point of view, assessment staffshould be in control with cur-

riculum staffproviding support. If litigation occurs, the assessment staffwill carry the

burden of defense. Therefore, the tests must be designed and implemented to meet psy-

chometric standards (i.e., Standards þr Edacational and Psychological Testing, American

Educational Research Association, American Psychological Association, National

Council on Measurement in Education, 1999).Unlike the assessment arena, curriculum

and instruction has no parallel professional standards that can be brought to bear in

litigation.

Standard-setting

North Carolina assessment operations have used the "contrasting groups" to set

cut-scores (i.e., performance expectations) for its tests.This technique is one of several

acceptable methods of setting cut-scores, but the panel was asked to consider whether

another method would be preferable in the future.

The answer is a matter of judgment as several different approaches (such as the

Angoff method or the "book mark" process) can be used. Since the North Carolina

assessments consist mostly of multiple-choice items, the methodology chosen should be

consistent with that test formât. For example, the "body-oÊwork" method used by the

State of Massachusetts would be entirely inappropriate in this case.

If the DPI decides to discontinue the current method, ner¡i/ methods should be

pilot-tested carefully with extant data sets. The DPI should provide their standard-set-

ting panels with appropriate training and as much information as possible to ensure

well-informed judgments. Further, the DPI should decide in advance what criteria to

use in determining the qualiry and desirabiliry of a new method. For example, if having

the "right" percentage of students above a particular cut point is a requirement, this

requirement should be stated in advance. If the methodt ease of training and general

understandabiliry is a requirement, then that requirement should be stated up front.

Methods should be chosen for the pilot-tests using these criteria, and the pilot's success

should be judged using the same criteria. This process should be completed before the

DPI implements eny new method.
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B. Recommendadons on general testing
and accountabiliry issues

l. As high stakes tesrs are developed, the DPI needs to consider how motivation of stu-

dents and teachers interacts with field-test design and implementation of the final

version of tests in the schools. Consideration should be given to how initiation of

high stakes tests will affect test security and potential cheating, and existing policies

(e.g., the Testing code of Ethics) must be up-dated as necessary.

Z. The DPI should review the organization of its curriculum and assessment oPera-

tions to creare a firm chain of command and to assign of responsibilities.

Assessment operations and needs should be paramount'

3. The DPI should investigate the possibiliry of using a "task order" contract. Such

conrracrs are awarded via competitive bids but are executed on a task-by-task basis

as the department's needs change during the test development Process. Out-sourcing

of test development and implementation functions should not be limited to state

universities which may nor be capable of meeting necessary timelines or quality

standards. For continuity and stabiliry, long-term contracts should be used when-

ever possible, preferably three to five years in length'

4. Because of declining resources for administering the North Carolina testing pro-

grams, substantial staff time is devoted to compledng tasks with tight deadlines or

to managing crises. Greater resources are needed so increased emphasis can be

placed on long-term planning. The DPI assessment staff are comPetent and dedicat-

ed, and they have a laudable "can do" attitude, despite consistently increased

demands and decreased resources for the testing program. However, this attitude

and rheir pasr successful handling of increasingly difficult situations aPPears to have

created unrealistic expecrarions. The DPI assessment staff need to produce realistic,

well-defended plans for the resources they need to conduct successfully the North

Ca¡olina tesring progrems. Funding authorities should provide those resources or

reduce the requirements of the testing Programs'

5. The legal defensibility of the various North Carolina testing Programs (current and

anticipated) should be reviewed. This review can be accomplished by convening an

advisory commirree that includes attorneys who have special knowledge about test-

ing issues and srate assessment personnel who have been engaged in such litigation'

Including srate assessment directors who have been responsible for defending assess-

ment programs in courr cân be beneficial for describing the kinds of documentation

that assisted in the state's defense.
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)6. The DPI should initiate plans that provide for qualiry control operations that are

entirely separare from the activities of test support contrâctors. Numerous instances

of errors creeping into state assessment results have been identified around the

nation, and no organization is immune from such unintended problems. All sta-

tistical and scoring work must be verified independently for accuracy.

7 . The DPI staff and the external psychometric consultant rvere completely responsive

in providing information requested by the audit panel. However, much of the

detailed technical information was written or provided orally in response to â sPe-

cific request. That is, detailed written descriptions of some of the technical Proce-

dures did nor exisr before the request. Much program-critical information resides

only in the minds of individual experts. In meeting pressing program demands

with limited human resources, documentation is often one of the tasla put aside.

However, if the program is to be reviewed appropriately and defended legally, the

need for complete, routinely produced documentation of all major asPects of the

program is critical. Appropriate resources are needed so this documentation can be

produced. Also, continuiry plans should be developed to protect the testing pro-

grams against the losses of experience and historical lcnowledge that occur with

staff turnover.

8. The DPI is to be commended for re-instituting the Technical Advisory Committee.

Other states have benefited from input from their TACs, and North Carolina

should consider reviewing and increasing the charge to the committee. For example,

the TAC input can assist in designing future testing progrems, reviewing existing

programs, and providing real-time advice on testing issues. The DPI could benefit

from allowing its TAC to meet more frequently each year, especially in times when

changes are enticipared. The DPI should consider expanding the membership of the

TAC to obtain additional input from people who are not state contractots to ensure

the provision of independent advice.

Plans should be in place for real-time decision-making during the critical time when

test results are being reviewed. Supervisory authorities should be alerted to the fact that

the review will take place, be aware of the decisions that they will be making and the

implications of these decisions, and be given background information necessery to assist

them in making their decisions. In addition, supervisory authorities should be aware

of and conform to agreed-upon schedules. The role of different people in this decision-

making process should be made explicit (for example, delineate the role that the

Technical Advisory Committee has in reviewing results and making recommendations).

The greater the stakes involved in the testing program, the greater the burden to check

the accuracy and credibiliry of results before they are used.
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Findings on general decision-making issues

North Carolina decided several years ago to begin a concerted effort to improve its

educational sysrem. This commitment permeated various levels of government and was

felt at the school level in several very specifrc ways. New programs were created, various

advisory groups were constituted, and several innovative student assessments were creat-

ed. For example, the North Carolina writing assessment Progrem was considered by

many to be the model to emulate for many years, and its existence encouraged other

stetes to implement similar Programs.

\Tithout quesrion, the North Carolina student essessment and school accountability

programs have had an impact on education. North Carolina education has benefited in

many ways from this effort and will continue to do so in the future. Current discussions

about a high school Exit Exam and the creation ofa program to "close the gap" benveen

the performance of majority and minority students are positive steps'

North Carolinds Legislature and State Board of Education have been active

throughout the improvement efFort. The Legislature recently asked the Joint Legislative

Education Oversight Committee ÇLEOC) to study the statewide testing program with

the intent of re-focusing the statet efforts and coordinating the various comPonents at

the state and local district levels. At the same time, some degree of confusion and dis-

agreemenr over objectives and the particular role to be played by the statewide assess-

menrs is evident. This confusion can be seen in the wording of Section 28.17.(i) from

Senate Bill 1005 calling for a study of:

"\Øherher the State should consider the use of nationally developed tests es a

substitute to State-developed testing."

"The extent to which additional tesring, including field-testing, practice testing,

and locally mandated testing, is occurring and whether this should be limited

or prohibited."

And, in Section 28.17.(h), the stipulation that:

"No school should participate in more than nvo field-tests at any one grade level

during a school year unless that school volunteers, through a vote of its school

improvement ream, ro perticipate in an expanded number of field-tests."

State testing programs can vary and the current North Carolina Program mey or

may not meet the state's needs for the next decade. To review the program and make

adjustments as needed is entirely appropriate. In so doing, it is worthwhile to note that

Congress is debating the President's proposals that would demand all states have pro-
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grams that routinely measure student lcnowledge and sldlls. Decision-makers need

information abour student achievement, and this situation is unlikely to change in
the future.

Program improvements cen be achieved by considering how management decisions

and processes interact with the néeds of the assessment program. \Øith this in mind,

several recommendadons are rnade in the following Pâges.

The following recommendations seek to help North Ca¡olina establish more practi-

cal and appropriate test development processes that also meet professional standards.

Thoughtful efforts ro establish the basic purposes of accountabiliry and to identifr the

pracrices and resources necessary to ensure high quality are fundamental for program

improvement. Qualiry test development, standard-setting, and implementation of those

standards are crucial to continue raising student achievement.

C.Recommendationsongenera1decision-makingissues-
1. Develop and documenr processes for test development and standard-setting that

ensure technical qualiry. Align standards of qualiry with those of the national profes-

sional resting organizations found in the Stand"ardß for Educational and Psychologicøl

Testing(l999) published by t}re American Educational Research Association, the

American Psychologicd Association, and the National Council on Measurement in

Education.

2. Review North Carolina statutes and State Board of Education policies to verify that

they are coordinated and that they clearly state the purposes of the statewide essess-

menr programs. The design and funding of the testing and accountabiliry ptograms

should reflect those purposes and priorities.

3. Review and revise, if necessary State Board of Education policies that direct test

development and standard-setting operations. Clarify lines of authority and the roles

of various advisory committees. Verifr that the General Assembly has given specific

authoriry to the board to establish the necessary safeguards and processes to assure

the technical quality of testing and standard-setting and the authority to adopt

passing scores.

4. Establish a proc€ss for State Board of Education and public review of student and

school performance standards that includes complete and accurate information, Pro-

vides adequare tirne, and involves a variety of stakeholders. Ultimately, the decision-

making resrs on a fully informed State Board of Education to maintain the balance

between challenging, rigorous standards and what is reasonable and fair.
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j. Conduct a review of major court cases related to large-scale student testing Pro-

grams. Determine whether North Carolina's student essessment Programs are

designed and documented properly so the stâte can be defended adequately if
litigation should occur.

G. Acknowledge operational limitations of state assessments. Make technical quality,

reliabiliry, and validiry a high priority. Balance the limitations of state assessments

with practical and sound approaches to support classroom teaching Prectices and

perenral need for information. Continue to communicate clearly the purposes and

uses of testing and standards to educators and the public'

7. Schedule periodic, external reviews by psychometric experts to ensure quality test

development and standards. Esablish a program of research into test development

and standard-setting procedures to determine the best method for aligning state

content expectations, instruction, and assessment and for promoting continued

improvement in testing and accountabiliry.

8. Establish reasonable timetables for test development and standard-setting (allowing

adequate time for appropriate planning and technical procedures) to ensure high

levels of technical qualitY.

g. Establish long and short-range plans for test development and standard-setting.

Timetables should take into account the proper sequence and time needed for

each task. Program transitions should be anticipated and planned to ensure stabiliry,

continuity, and clear understanding of changes'

10. Procedures for major changes in the testing Program should be planned carefully at

both the state and local levels. Changes in content, testing, and performance stan-

dards should be coordinated ro ensure the stability and integrity of the entire Pro-

gram are supported. Timetables should reflect periodic, minor changes with less

frequent major reviews.

i 1. Procedures for major changes in the testing Program should be planned carefully at

both the state and local levels. An appropriate approach is to "phase-in" Program

changes that refine the operational soundness of the system'

12. The Legislature should clarifr the provisions in statute (Section 28.17.(h)) that limit

ûeld-tesdng of tests. All state or national testing Programs must be able to gather

representative data through field-tests and statistically evaluate ne\M test questions.

rwithout freld-tests, no new assessment or any replacement items to refresh previous

forms of the test can be develoPed.
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Schools a¡e asked to participate in many types of assessments: district assessments,

state assessments, national assessments, international assessments, optional assessments,

and special assessmenrs. The national and international assessments (such as the National

Assessmenr of Educational Progress and the Third International Math and Science

Study) are conducted on a sampling basis that does not involve meny students. However,

some schools with particular demographic characteristics may be selected ¡vice within

the same year. Sometimes, this situation can be avoided with careful planning.

A statewide assessment program is essential to stâte policy and should take priority

over other types of resting efforts. Even with a state progrem, the possibiliry that multi-

ple field-tests could be conducted in a given year does exist. For example, in Florida this

school year, students will take field-test items in reading, writing, mathematics, and sci-

ence. In mosr cases, the field-test items can be embedded within an operational test, but

a seperare field-test must be conducted sometimes. The dme required in these seParete

field-tests is usually limited because students take only a few items, not an entire test.

Howeve¡ the information gathered from field-tests is very important in supporting the

testing program's technical qualiry.

Findings on key groups

The groups involved in the planning and decision-making of test development and

standard-setting lack a clear definition of roles and responsibilities. The Compliance

Commission and the Technical Advisory Committee appear to react to issues es they

arise rather than participating in a planning process for test development and standard-

setting.

The operation and strucrure of the Technical Advisory Committee and Compliance

Commission should be reviewed and changed. The procedures and relationships are too

informal and unsrructured. Given the needs of the assessment program' the Technical

Advisory Committee meets too infrequentl¡ and the Compliance Commission proba-

bly meets too often. The linkage ben¡¡een the Technical Advisory Committee and the

Compliance Commission appears to be informal, when the relationship exists at all.

The records of Compliance Commission meetings give a mixed picture of focus and

engagement with important issues. Since being re-established, the Technical Advisory

Committee has met twice (November 2000 and January 2001) in the past 11 months,

but no minutes of those meetings exist. These rwo groups are important to North

Carolina - or should be - if they funcdon well and are linked properly to the DPI

staff and the SBE.
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The DPI appears to have various advisory panels and committees, but the State

Board of Education independently can create advisory panels that address functions

for which DPI is responsible. This action can create an awlcrvard situation in which

the boardt advisory panel may offer advice that does not have the quality input that

is achieved by going through the DPI advisory Processes. Furthermore, advice given

independently to the board could work against the proper implementation of a Program

bein! administered by the DPI. These situations should be avoided if at all possible.

In addition, the organizational culture may prevent the collection and distribution

of full information regarding important issues necessary to the decision-making Process'

For example, in fall2001, the technical staffobserved that a problem with the cut-

scores for the mathematics resrs - based on the field-test analyses - might occur. This

information was communicated to the Technical Advisory Committee on January 5,

2001. On February L6,2001, some of the information regarding the cut-scores was

shared with the Compliance Commission. The board received a rePort on this and

other related issues on May 29,z}Ol.This timeline suggests that the State Board of

Education was informed inadequately about key technical and operational issues in

the mathematics linking.

The State Board of Education sometimes will have to make decisions without the

benefit of complete or imporant information. Therefore, when new and important

information is available, e strucrure and operating "culture" for providing that informa-

tion to the board should be in place. \Øith the methematics test problem, the DPI staff

and advisors had information that should have been shared, but was not, with the State

Board of Education. Perhaps, it was believed that the board would reject any unfavor-

able and inconclusive technical information that might delay the testing Process.

policy-makers rnusr understand that testing is a technical science as well as an art

form. .Vhen policy decisions contradict the science of testing, the program is weakened

and it may not be able to suPPort poliry goals. Howevef, not all decisions can be decid-

ed on a statistical basis, so rhe "arr fornt'' aspect of testing involves choices and compro-

mises. In the end, those choices and compromises have to resP€ct the statistical and

psychometric science of testing. The State Board of Education must be certain that its

policy decisions are always informed by the best technical advice about the science of

i.rtirrg. This means that poliry decisions made with "the best information available"

must nor be viewed by board and staff as irreversible if better or more complete infor-

mation becomes available.

Test development and standard-setting processes and related decisions ultimately

should supporr the appropriare uses of tests and standards for accountabiliqy PurPoses'

Striking the balance between the limitations of state assessments and the need to hold

schools and individual students to those standards is a continuing challenge.
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D. Recommend.ations on key groups

1. Regular, independent oversight and review of certain test development and stan-

dard-setting âspects should be considered a part of the process. Regular reviews

should be established to define the roles and processes for test development and

standard-setting and to define significant changes to the standards and account-

abiliry program. These reviews should ensure technical quality and operational via-

biliry of program changes. Central to establishing these roles is an opportunity for
improved local educator involvement, technical review, and identification of key

issues.

2. Actions by the State Board of Education should be made based on complete and

accurate information with thorough recognition of the consequences of policy

decisions. Full, straightforward, and accurate information about test development

and standards should be provided to the board to make policy decisions that reflect

a respect for the operational feasibiliry and technical and legal limitations of testing

and standards.

3. Establish statutes and State Board of Education policies that assure technical quali-

ry operational viability, and fairness of the testing program. Outline the processes

and responsibilities of parties involved in standard-setting and test development.

4. Establish responsibilities for advisory groups to the State Superintendent and the

State Board of Education. Those groups should include local educators and various

Department of Public Instruction staff. Also included in the responsibilities of advi-

sory groups should be internal and external review of the recommendation making

Processes.

5. Provide periodic, external reviews of all test development and standard-setting

processes. Information from authoritative experts will help maintain the integrity

and credibiliry of the program as well as signal when changes and additional

resources may be necessary to improve the program.

6. Esrablish process standards for testing, standard-setting, and accountabiliry that

apply to the Department of Public Instruction stafr the State Superintendent, and

the State Board of Education. These standards will provide a basis for making deci-

sions that are independent of internal and external political pressures. The standards

will help support agency staff provide professional advice that fully informs poliry-
makers of the impact of their decisions.
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Findings on technical qualiry and clariry of information

Inadequate time and inappropriate sequencing of activities did not allow for provid-

ing the appropriate, full, and accurete information that is necessary for well-informed

d."ision-*"king.fu a result, the Srare Board of Education was informed in an inade-

quate and untimely fashion. However, the short implementation timetable was one of

the most important factors contributing to difficulties related to the provision of inade-

quate information.

E. Recommendations on technical qualiry
and clariry of information

l. Establish realistic approaches for compiling and using results from the testing and

accountability program. Establish methods that ensure qualiry, clariry timeliness,

technical eccuracy, and appropriate use of the information.

2. Establish priorities for the information that are considered most necessary for the

State Board of Education decision-making. Ensure that timelines provide sufficient

time for adequate consideration of the issue(s)'

3, Develop regular methods for communicating appropriate information to local

educarors and other state poliry-makers including higher education officials, the

Governor's Office, and the General Assembly. Educating interested parties with

clear, accurare, and timely information is a key factor to sustaining understanding

and support of the testing Progrem and standards'

Findings on oversight of testing and accountabiliry

Cross-checks and oversight need improvements to ensure the integrity of the testing

program. The reliabiliry and validiry of testing ere extremely important because high

stakes are attached to testing results. Equally important is the accuraq of reporting and

analysis of results.

Unfortunately, no regular and systematic approach to external review of testing and

standard-setting and other important esPects of accountabiliq¡ is in place' Although the

current technical consultants provide high qualiry work, a need exist for additional reg-

ular reviews by technical exPerts.

The establishment of performance srandards for individual students and schools

are decisions that specifically require more timely involvement of the State Board of

Education.
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F. Recommendations on oversight of
testing and accountabiliry

1. Occasional independent reviews of tests and standard-setting processes would pro-

vide support for the integrity and credibiliry of the testing, standards, and account-

abiliry program. These reviews also will provide information for program improve-

ments, substantiate additional resources necessary to improve the qualiry of the

program, and identify areas for school improvement.

2. Policy-makers should have regular opportunities to see how the testing and stan-

dard-setting process worla. Recent legislation regarding testing and accountabiliry

indicates a basic lack of understanding of the testing and accountabiliry program by

legislators. Efforts need to be made to help legislators understand how the system

can be improved and what resources are necessery to make those improvements

l
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Align360's

Additional recommendations on general testing

and accountabiliry issues

The SBE and the DPI need to create or refine the process for obtaining outside

resources so internal talents are utilized more efFectively and external consultants are

contracred more easily; therefore, work can be completed in a timely fashion and on

schedule.

Efforts should be made to recruit ¿nd retain quality resources and employees by

encouraging them to become invested in the process and by increasing employee moti-

vation. for.*"*ple, employee motivation can be increase by enabling the sharing and

voicing of opinions, showing appreciation for work above and beyond the job require-

menrs, creating an internal recognition system, and tradingoff additional earned time

ro accommodate for periods where overtime hours are necessary. Align360 also recom-

mends exploring the means for creating intern¿l equity in salary and benefits. Turn-over

rates are too high to ensure standardization of processes and are higher than most

industry standards.

In addition to the panelt recognition of staffing issues, it is importânt to consider

appreciation of current staffverses expectations. One must recognize that the current

,i"ffirrg issues heve created a situation where employees are working mâny hours during

evenings and weekends in order ro meet very aggressive deadlines. These extra hours

need to be acknowledged so thar future staffing plans do not include these additional

hours as a basis for determining future staffing requirements. Also, appreciation for such

professionalism and dedication should be recognized, as employee morale is essential to

future work as a team.

The DpI and the SBE should consider streamlining the communication Process

to reduce the time and steps required to provide information to the State Board of

Education. In addition to regula¡ daily activities, the DPI must spend considerable time

preparing information for board meetings, and rypically, the time available to complete

th. pro""r, is very limited. Demand for the DPI staff involvement in these activities has

increased as the program's focus has shifted to a high stakes Program.
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Additional recommendations on general
decision-making issues

Align360 recommends that the SBE and the DPI create nvo decision-making

processes: Standard and Fast Tlack. Having these two mechanisms in place for decision-

making will alleviate time constraints on minor issues that can be decided quickly or

time sensitive decisions that must be made quickly to meet critical deadlines. Guidelines

need to be established and publicized for identifying the cetegory for which an issue

qualifies. All stake holders must adhere firmly to the detailed process, not allowing an

override of the process under any circumstances. A generic decision-making model has

been provided by Align360 to serve as a guide for developing the two decision-making

tracks. (This model is shown as Attachment C.)

'\7e 
also recommend creating an internal atmosphere of risk-taking and giving all

employees a voice in a forum that is open to all opinions without recourse. Tâking on a

group responsibility approach for all acdons and reactions - not allowing one employ-

ee to be responsible for issues or problems - is an important aspect of this approach.

The DPI employees should have issues addressed to them as a group, not as individuals.

Additional recommendations on key groups

Align360's additional recommendations As a part of educating poliry-makers,

Align360 strongly encoureges the State Board of Education to tour the facilities avail-

able to the DPI. This opportunity will provide an overview of the process for establish-

ing the desired testing progrâm directly involved staff members. Understanding the

work that has been done, the process that is followed, the number of staff members

working in each specific area, the responsibilities are for each section, and the back-

ground work to make this process successful is important. The tour should provide the

information and perspective necessary for more effèctive planning, for creating a more

refined decision-making model, and for better allocation of all resources associated with

the testing program.

The test developmenr process and the background information on why these steps

are necessary should be included in the training for new SBE members.

As mentioned by the audit panel, the roles and responsibilities of various advisory

groups need to be clarifred. To expand on this recommendation, Align360 recommends

that the SBE and the DPI define specific issues such as who appoints members, who

sets the agenda, when they meet, what documentation is required (e.g., minutes), and

to whom does the advisory groups rePort.
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Additional recommendations on technical qualiry
and clariry of information

Hire an additional person for public relations who will be responsible for all written

communicarion to public, perents, and community. This Petson would be charged with

researching accurate information and eliciting feedback for appropriate response from

staff members, and in turn, writing the formal responses with copies to the SBE, the

DPI, and any other vested parties. This process will ensure consistenry and integrity

of responses and group accountability for further action.
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')Conclusions

The Audit Panel is impressed with the North Carolina assessment and account-

abiliry progrem and its role to increase the quality of educational programs and student

achievement in the state. Apparentl¡ in North Carolina and other stetes, the support

for a comprehensive approach to education improvement including teacher salary

increases and school facilities funding would not have occurred without a strong testing

and accountabiliry program that showed improvement in student achievement results.

North Carolina policy-makers, especially the State Board of Education, the

General Assembl¡ and the Governor, should be recognized for their support for the

variery of approaches, including testing and accountabiliry to raise the achievement

of all students.

The current testing framework of end-oÊgrade tests in grades 3-8 and end-oÊcourse

testing for high school is an appropriate structure for testing and accountabiliry. The

approach has contributed significantly to North Carolina gains in student achievement

as reflected in the National Assessment of Education Progress and other external mea-

sures, as well as being a model for other states.

The setting of mathematics cut scores for end-oÊgrade tests illustrates that impor-

tanr issues are present and must be addressed to assure the integrity and credibiliry of
the testing and accountability program each and every year.

These primary factors contributed to the recent problems with the mathematics test:

I An implemenration timetable that was too short. No time was available for a struc-

tured review ofresults to ensure adequate technical accuracy'

I Inadequate resources and staffing. New tests and new purposes for testing r¡/ere

added faster than resources and staffwere added to do the work.

r Major changes were made too frequently to content standards. Significant changes

in a short period of time spell trouble in test development and standards setting.

)

l
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r Inadequate communication ro, and direct involvement ol the State Board of

Education in setting testing and accountabiliry standards'

The Deparrmenr of Public Instruction testing and accountability staff is dedicated

and hard working. The staffhas been over extended in meeting the increased demands

on tesring and accountabiliry through the 1990s by the State Board of Education, the

Governort office, and the Legislature. The staff turnover rate is an unmistalçable signal of

serious problems with insufficient staffing and resources that have been cited repeatedly.

The assessmenr program is not funded adequatel¡ and needs greater coordination

benveen the various interested parties. Design issues are present that contributed to

the scoring problem in May 2001. Unless the end-oÊgrade testing and end-of-course

resring program is modified as suggested in this report problems of this nature will

likely re-occur.

Assessment programs casr in a framework of high-stakes decisions must be psycho-

metrically and legally defensible for they are invariably challenged on both counts.

Aithough the planned North Carolina graduation test \Mas not a direct topic of stud¡

significant concerns v/ere expressed by the panel about the present plans for the test.

The stakes for the graduation test are even higher than using tests for Promotion

decisions. This test is likely to be challenged in court, and every effort should be made

to assure that the state is legally defensible.

No state approach to testing and accountabiliry is perfect. The use and application

of state tests for accountabiliry purposes is a relatively recent development. Maintaining

the integriq¡ of the testing and accountabiliry Program absolutely requires dedicating

sufficient resources, appropriate timelines, adequate oversight, and the involvement of

key policy-makers.

Adjustments to the testing and accountabiliry Progrem that ensure qualiry integrity'

fairness, and practical use of tests will help support credibility and continued support

for a model tool for improving student achievement'
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Attachment A

Audit panel membership

Dr. Mary Lynn Bourque, Director, Mid-Atlantic Psychometric Services, Leesburg,

Virginia

Dr. Keith Cruse, Senior Director of Student Assessment, Texas Education Agency,

Ausdn, Texas

Dr. Thomas Fisher, Administrator, Assessment E¿ Evaluation Secdon, Florida

Department of Education, Tällahassee, Florida

Dr. Mark Reckase, Professor, Counseling, Educational Psychology, and Special

Education, Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan

Dr. \{rendy M. Yen, Vice President of Research, ETS IÇ12'\Øorks, Monterey, California

SREB

Mr. Mark Musick, President, Southern Regional Education Board, Atlanta, Georgia

Dr. Jim \Øarts, Vice President for State Services, Southern Regional Education Board,

Atlanta, Georgia
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Attachment B

North Carolina Department of Public Instruction
charge to the audit panel

The audit panel is charged to review and comment on decision-making and techni-

cal issues regarding the development and processes of North carolina standards, testing

and accountabiliry. The specific focus of the audit is to review issues that influenced

recent problems in mathematics standards and testing'

An appropriate timetable to conduct the review would be August through

December 15,2001.

Given the need for timely decisions on school performance and student achieve-

ment levels, the review of equating processes and related decisions will be conducted

in August.

Decision-Making Issues

1. Examine currenr srare srarures and sBE policies regarding standards, testing and

accountability. Specifically review stetutes and policies for dmetables, reviews and

other key factors that frame and influence decisions in those areas'

2. Review the current SBE policy-making Process related to standards, testing and

accountabiliry and consideration of the impact of decisions' The review of policy

development shall include timelines and how they are developed and applied'

sequencing of activities, and the review of proposed standards.

3. Examine the standards, testing and accountability review and decision-making role

of the State Board of Education. Identify the roles crucial to decisions and comment

on the quality, adequacy and clariry of information available to suPPort decisions'

Identift specific decision-making factors that led to mathematics end-of-grade test

equating problems.

4. Review the role of the Department of Public Instruction staff in decision-making

regarding standards, testing and accountabiliry including agency staff interaction

with the decision-making and policy role of the State Board of Education'
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5. Review the roles and communication of advisory groups including the Technical

Advisory Committee, the Compliance Commission for Accountability and other

committees that advise the state superintendent on decision-making regarding stan-

dards, testing and accountabiliry.

6. Examine the effect of standards, testing and accountabiliry decisions on staffworþ
load, capacity and sequencing of their work. Comment on the adequacy of
resources available including stafi budget and time.

7. Examine teacher and public involvement and communication related to standards,

testing and accountability, timetables and decision-making. Comment on the quali-

ry and timeliness of communication of information regarding changes in standards,

testing and accountability to teachers, poliry makers and the public.

Technical issues

1. Review the test and standard-setting development processes with a special emphasis

on recenr changes in mathematics standards and testing. Comment on key elements

in the process including the following:

o Content standards revisions and schedule;

a Development of test specifications end blue prints;

o Field-testing, selection of test items and sampling plans, including how schools

are selected for field-testing and the mechanics of embedding sample questions;

o Standard-setting processes including equating and setting of achievement levels

for individual srudents and ABCs school performance calculations (and conse-

quences thereoÐ; and

o Specific involvement and recommendations regarding math standards, testing

and equating of the Compliance Commission for Accountabiliry and Technical

Advisory Committee and other advisory grouPs

2. Review the timetables and sequencing of key events that had an impact on ne\M test-

ing, standard-setting and accountabiliry initiatives. Include in the review content

standards and test development review processes and their efFect on workload of
staff. Comment on how these factors specifically impacted the setting of new math-

ematics achievement levels.

3. Examine and comment on the planned procedure for equating the new and former

mathematics tests and the process for setting achievement levels to be used for the

2000-2001 ABCs Report and for the200l-2002 school year (i.e. - Student

Accountabiliry Standards and ABCs). Identi$' key factors influencing the qualiry

and accuracy ofthe equating process.

)

)
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4. Review currenr information available for equating decisions relative to determining

school performance, including the processes and information used to calculate

ABCs performance and bonuses using the equated scores for mathematics for the

2000-2001 school year.

5. Review and comment on the information available for decisions about standards,

including comparisons ro orher standards. Comment on the adequacy, accuracy and

qualiry of that information.

Recommendations

Comment on ønd maþe recornrnendø'tions regarding

1. Improvements to the standard-setting and review Process to ensure qualiry;

2. Processes for equating meth scores for use in determining school performance and

standard-setting for the 2000-2001 ABCs results and recommendations for mathe-

matics standards for subsequent years;

3. Timetables and sequencing of activities in sþndards, testing and accountabiliry;

 .Theroles and responsibilities of those involved in standards, testing and account-

abiliry decisions, including the State Board of Education; Department of Public

Instruction, advisory grouPs' educators and public;

i. Gchnical qualiry clariry and usefulness of information that inform decisions;

6. Processes that help supporr decisions that refect appropriate use of tests and stan-

dards for accountability purposes;

7 . Oversight and review of the standards, testing and accountabiliry processes; and

8. Staffing, funding, time considerations and or requirements to ensure technical

qualiry of standard-setting and testing.
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Attachment C

Decision Making Process Modd ltt oPl& SBE Procr¡t
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